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 ESO 1993 to 2000 plus*
R. GIACCONI, Director General of ESOIntroduction                                           development and construction of the 3.5        ground based optical and IR astronomy.                                                       meter New Technology Telescope ( N T )         In particular, the role of the La Silla Ob-    The very complete "History of the Eu-              which was initiated in 1980 and inaugu-        servatory during and after the develop- ropean Southern Observatory (ESO)"                    rated in 1990. In the realization of this      ment of VLT on Paranal has required a prepared by Prof. Blauuw furnishes a                  project ESO for the first time introduced     great deal of attention. perfect background for my presentation               technology which was ahead of the                  A further and important consideration on the present status and foreseeable                state of the art in the world. This de-         needs to be introduced. The construc-future trend of ESO. I will therefore not             velopment provided the technological           tion of large telescopes is a condition repeat many of the basics regarding the              foundation for the much more ambitious          necessary but not sufficient to ensure creation, membership charter and early               Very Large Telescope (VLTfor short) pro-       the competitivity of European astron-development of ESO except to summa-                   ject which was approved by the ESO             omy in the world. Just a trivial example: rize the most significant starting points            Council in 1987.                               the notorious lag in development of op-for current and future activities. From its               With the approval of the VLT project       tical CCD detectors in Europe has beginning in 1962 and through a number               the European Astronomical Community            meant a loss of efficiency in the obser-of successive developments outlined in                and ESO have decided to construct op-          vations of about 50 %. It is evidently Prof. Blauuw's report, ESO's observatio-             tical ground base facilities comparable,       useless to build large telescopes, if wenal facilities in La Silla grew in number             or superior, to any existing in the world.     do not use them effectively. This impliesthroughout the first 30 years so that in              When the VLT array is completed in the         the construction of forefront instrumen-1993 they comprised 15 telescopes of                  first few years of the next century, it will   tation and its proper use.all sizes and descriptions ranging from               furnish the largest integrated collecting          By proper use I mean the study andthe 3.6 meter to 50 cm telescopes and                 area of any array in the world (200            implementation of an end-to-end sy-including ESO's and national facilities.              square meters) as well as the most pow-        stem for science operations. This inclu-This is the basis of the statement that               erful interferometric capabilities and will    des: strategies for telescope utilization,ESO runs one of the world's largest                   come into operation in one of the most         ranging from traditional modes to ser-astronomical observatories.                           favourable astronomical sites in the           vice and remote observing; scheduling    As far as the quality of the observa-             world (Cerro Paranal).                         of observation (both long and shorttional capabilities is concerned, the                     The realization of this project has re-    term) to best utilize the seeing qualitiesmost significant event was the study,                 quired profound changes in the orga-           of the site; systems for data acquisition,                                                      nization while the project itself is being     calibration, reduction, distribution and                                                      conducted. It has also strained the            archiving. By implementing this overall    *) Notes prepared for the conference on History   financial resources of ESO, and has for-of European Scientific and Technological Co-                                                                                                     vision of how to carry out modern astro-operation European University Institute, Florence,    ced a careful reassessment of priorities       nomical research, ESO indeed holds the9 - 11 November 1995                                  in order to establish a strategy for           promise of becoming the leading opticalobservatory world-wide. In what follows           In the last few years the VLT project          Even with this level of efficiency,I will describe the progress we have          has substantially maintained schedule          however, the operation of VLT would bemade in some of the areas mentioned           notwithstanding the adverse impact of          too expensive given the magnitude andabove and the prospects for the future.       the issues which have arisen with the          complexity of the task. We have therefo-                                              Chilean Government. The first comple-          re "reengineered" our operation plans atConstruction of the VLT and the               ted mirror will be delivered in Paris (by      the outset and we plan to operate Para-Paranal Observatory                           the Reosc firm) on November 21. The            nal (4x8 m telescopes + 3 x 2 m tele-                                              steel structure for the first telescope is     scopes) with a smaller yearly budget    The construction of VLT has been a        being assembled and tested at the An-          than La Silla. We do not yet know atnew and unique challenge for ESO.             saldo firm in Milan for delivery to Paranal    what level the community will wish toWhen completed in 1987, the cost of the       in June 1996. The rest of the hardware         maintain La Silla facilities during the VLTNTT telescope corresponded to less            and software is on schedule for a first        era (see discussion in the next section).than the budget of ESO for one year. The      light at the end of 1997 and commission-       In this section we have assumed noVLT total cost corresponds to 8 times         ing by June 1998. The other three tele-        change to the La Silla effort before or af-ESO's yearly budget. The cost to comp-        scopes are on schedule for completion          ter first light on UT-1. This will certainlyletion, including internal and external       of the array by 2001. The interferometric      not be the case and ESO will reduce Lacosts, will amount to more than 1 billion     use of the 4 telescopes of 8 meters and        Silla facilities to those essential to com-DM. The execution of this undertaking         the auxiliary three telescopes of the 1-2      plement the VLT following the recom-has required a complete revamping of          meter class had to be delayed due to fi-       mendations of the "La Silla 2000" study.the administrative, accounting and            nancial constraints. However, the full in-         The budget is projected to remain atmanagerial structure of ESO with the in-      frastructure requiredfor the implementa-       a level of 141.5 MDM (in 1995 values)troduction of modern management tools         tion of VLTl is being prepared on Paranal.     until the payments to outside contrac-appropriate for a project of this size. Du-   The civil engineering portion of the con-      tors for VLT are completed in 2003. Thering early 1993-1994 Work Breakdown           struction is almost completed and the          staff complement projections under theStructure accounting was introduced           erection of the telescope domes is well        same assumptions are for 253 interna-first for VLT and then for ESO as a            under way. An essential difference be-        tional and 236 local members.whole. In this approach each major task       tween the construction of NTT on La Sil-is assigned manpower and financial re-         la and VLT on Paranal is that the realiza-    Role of La Silla during and after                                              tion of the VLT project has required thesources and a responsible person is pla-ced in charge of its completion within a      simultaneous creation of a new obser-                                                                                             VLT construction                                                                                                                                             1fixed schedule. Progress is reported on        vatory in the Atacama Desert with all the                                               appropriate logistic support.                                                                                                The problem of developing a strategy                                                                                             for the use of La Silla facilities while con-                                                                                                                                             1VLT in biweekly programme meetingsand formally in two programme reports             The construction of the VLT and of the     structing the Paranal Observatory is one        'to Council per year. Once a year ESO wi-       new observatory on Paranal has required       which has received a great deal of atten-de reviews are conducted in which goals        an increase in the staff and in the budget.   tion by ESO. It is clear that the financial     I

and objectives for each division are dis-
cussed. The adoption of these techni-ques was recommended and lor endor-                                               We have analyzed the efficiency with                                               which the ESO staff operates the La Silla                                               facilities and compared our findings to the                                                                                             constraints on the ESO budget which is                                                                                             capped (except for inflation) for the fore-                                                                                             seeable future, prevent us from maintai-                                                                                                                                             ~sed by an outside consulting committee         reputedly best run observatories in the       ning all existing 15 telescopes, big and chaired by Prof. Lund and supported by        world. We find that ESO runs its facilities   small, open to the community. ESO has an industrial firm (Lurgi) in early 1994.     with efficiency comparable to the best.       therefore concentrated on the mainten-          IRecording the ceremony for the completion of the first VLT 8.2 m mirrol: The figure shows a photograph of the team of REOSC experts whocarried out the delicate task of polishing the mirror. Also in the photograph are the directors and managers of REOSC and ESO.ance, improvement and operation of the          gigabytes per day had to be handled           years and reports on its effectiveness tomajor telescopes while placing the              and stored. From VLT we can expect            the ESO Executive and to the Council.smaller facilities in the hands of the na-      between 10 and 100 times more datational project teams. This has meant a          due to the increased size of the optical      Relations with Chile and statesrestructuring of the La Silla Observatory       detector arrays, the development of           not members of ESOin 4 dedicated telescope teams, each            large IR arrays and the speed of read-having responsibility for one or a few te-      out required in active and adaptive op-           Of great concern in the past fewlescopes (The telescope teams are the           tics applications. In order to process        years have been our relations with theSEST, the 3.6 m and CAT, the NTT and            and store such vast volume of data,           Chilean Government, Chilean astrono-the 2.2 and 1-5 meter telescopes). Sup-         standard procedures for calibration, re-      mers and Chilean staff. The main issuesporting teams for optics, detectors and         duction, processing, archiving and dis-       at hand were guaranteed access to ESOengineering provide observatory wide            tribution have to be developed, if the da-    facilities by Chilean astronomers, regu-support. The remaining 8 telescopes are         ta are to be effectively used by the ob-      lations affecting the local staff and thebeing operated by national teams on a           server and also (later) by the community.     issue of ownership of the land surroun-permanent or project basis.                         The development of these techni-          ding the Paranal peak (some 72.000    The focusing of efforts on the major        ques requires the ESO staff to take res-      square kilometers) which had beenfacilities on La Silla has permitted us to      ponsibility for the quality of the data ob-   donated to ESO by the Chilean Govern-improve their scientific performance and        tained and therefore to acquire expertise     ment in 1988.to use them as testing grounds for the          and competence in the use of at least             All of these issues are on the way toVLT software, hardware and operating            the most commonly used instruments            successful resolution. A new Acuerdophilosophy. In particular, we have under-       configurations. Calibration of instru-        modifying and extending the 1963taken a commissioning and upgrade               ments require in turn.physical modelling      Convention with the Government ofeffort on NlT, which is now in its second       of their performance, development of a        Chile has been signed in April 1995 byyear. The purpose of this effort has been       calibration programme, acquisition of         the Director General of ESO and theto                                              the data, analysis and use of the upda-       Chilean Minister for Foreign Affairs. This    a) bring N l T to full operational status   ted parameters in the calibration algo-       Acuerdo foresees a greater degree of    b) to test VLT detectors and software       rithms. These capabilities will have to be    cooperation with Chilean astronomers,    c) to test new modes of science ope-        developed whether or not we use them          grants 10 % guaranteed time to merito-rations.                                        100 % of the time. It is currently our in-    rious Chilean projects and introduces    The goals of a) and b) have largely be-     tention to offer the community both tra-      elements of Chilean labour legislation inen achieved. Technical downtime has             ditional and service observing. The tools     the local staff rules of ESO. The Acuer- been reduced on N l T to 2 %, an almost        that are being developed will be useful       do awaits ratification by the Chilean ideal performance in a technically ad-         for both.                                     Parliament and the ESO Council whichvanced instrument. The third phase, de-                                                       are expected in the near future. Thesigned to test the end-to-end science           The role of ESO scientists                    issue of the ownership of the land hasoperation model for VLT, will occur next                                                      been resolved by the Chilean Govern-year.                                              Given the above, the old debate on         ment which has agreed to indemnify    As to the future utilization of these fa-   whether ESO should itself be a research       the claimants.cilities, a Working Group known as "La          institution or only provide service to out-       Astronomers from other EuropeanSilla 2000" has been created under the          side observers becomes mute. The              nations have expressed an interest inaegis of the ESO Science and Technolo-          complexity of the instrumentation and         having their nations join ESO. Portugalg y - ~ o m m i t t e ewhich has made its re-   operations requires the involvement of        has expressed a desire to join ESO incommendation for the future. The main           qualified scientists. These scientists can    the year 2000. Currently Portuguese re-finding of this group has been that there       be recruited and retained by ESO only if      presentatives participate as observerswill be a role for smaller telescopes (2-4      they are given the opportunity to carry       on all ESO committees. Discussions meters) in the VLT era for specialized         out their own research. It is the current     have taken place with astronomers fromtasks that the VLT will be ill suited to        ESO philosophy to hire scientists only if     Austria, Spain and in the last year with acarry out efficiently. This will require,       needed to carry out ESO service func-         non-European nation, namely Australia. however, modernization of the instru-          tions. However, they are expected to          New members would expand the range mentation and operating philosophy of          continue to remain active in research         of interests and skills brought to bear onthese facilities.                               with an ideal time split of 50 / 50 bet-      ESO's initiatives, and their contribution                                                ween research and functional work.            would improve the opportunity to realizeScientific Methodology                             From the point of view of their rese-      the interferometric portion of the pro-                                                arch endeavours they form a kind of fa-       gramme at an earlier date. Thus it is fair    The purpose of ESO is to provide the        culty or community of astronomers with-       to say that ESO would welcome newastronomical community of member                in ESO. They are instrumental in main-         members on mutually advantageousstates with up-to-date competitive faci-        taining and strengthening the ties to the     terms.lities in order to excell in astronomical       community we serve and ensuring thatresearch. While there must be, of cour-         our facilities are designed, maintained       ESO in the context of Europeanse, always room for the unique individu-        and operated with the objective to            Astronomyal contributions of particularly gifted         achieve excellence in astronomy withinastronomers, much of the progress in            the available resources. To ensure that          Finally, let us consider the role ESO ismodern astronomy depends on the                 these objectives are achieved we have         carrying out at present and extrapolatecollection of large quantities of data and      created a Visiting Committee of distin-       to the future.their elaboration and analysis to solve         guished Senior Astronomers under the             Without question the most importantspecific astrophysical problems. Mo-            chairmanship of Prof. George Miley and        task facing ESO in the near future is thedern detectors produce data at a very           with membership from ESO member               proper utilization of the VLT and VLTI.high rate. In the case of the Hubble Spa-       states and other nations. This commit-        This implies, in my opinion, severalce Telescope, rates of the order of a few       tee reviews ESO activities every two          things:Photograph taken on 28 November 1995 showing the ESO Council members in front of the mechanical structure of one of the VLT 8.2-metreunit telescopes, now being assembled at the Ansaldo factory in Milan (Italy). The structure stands about 24 metres tall and protrudes another5 metres below the floor: The telescope mounting consists of a blue platform which rotates on circular tracks, and a silver open structure                                                                                                                                                 1(the ,,telescope tube'l. When the photo was taken, the cell that supports the main telescope mirror of 8.2 metres in diameter had not yet beeninstalled at the bottom end of that structure. The total weight of the moving parts is about 430 tonnes.                                                                                                                                                 ,                                                                                                                                                 IThe ESO Council delegates (from 1eft.to right) are: Philippe Brossier (France), Bernard Fort (France), Bengt Gustafsson (Sweden), JohannesAndersen (kneeling, Chairman STC, Denmark), Joachim Krautter (Chairman OPC, Germany), Edwin L. van Dessel (Belgium), Stephane Berthet(Switzerland), Jean-Pierre Swings (Vice-President, Belgium), Peter Creola (President, Switzerland), Emil A.A.M. Broesterhuizen (The Nether-lands), Riccardo Giacconi (ESO Director General),Dietmar Reimers (Germany), Guglielmo Castro (Italy), Poul E. Nissen (Denmark), Gerhard Bach-mann (ESO Head of Administration), Gustav Tammann (Switzerland),Arno Freytag (Germany), Franco Pacini (Italy) and Francesco Bello (Obser-ves Portugal).    a) First a strong community of users.While the education and training of                                                              d) The reduction and analysis of the                                                          data by the original observer must be                                                                                                              In a general way the collaboration                                                                                                          between ground based and space ob-                                                                                                                                                         Ia new generation of astronomers is                        made as effective as possible. ESO will         servatories should be seen in the light ofmainly the task of the member states,                     support default options for calibration         a modern view of astrophysical researchit is clear that ESO can help by furnis-                  and reduction of the data which will            in which the boundaries between speci-hing opportunity for training and rese-                   guarantee a minimum set precision.              fic wavelength domains or techniquesarch to students and young postdocto-                     ESO will also take responsibility for the       are becoming irrelevant to the pursuit ofral fellows.                                              archiving and distribution of the data to       astrophysical knowledge. For instance,    b) Second a commitment to support                     the community for additional research.          there is a great deal of interest in theefficient operations. We have seen with                       While the above activities will require     astrophysical community for the studyNTT how important it is to properly com-                  a very considerable effort, it is also clear    of the large number of objects which ha-mission and maintain sophisticatedtele-                   that attention needs be given to other          ve been or will be discovered from spa-scopes and instruments in order to ob-                    sources of data on astronomical objects         ce missions, such as Rosat, ISO, XMM,tain high scientific efficiency. We are                   in a wide range of wavelengths. For this        etc.working now to ensure that we will have                   purpose we carry out a number of coo-               In these collaborations ESO'sa complete science verification, com-                     perative programmes with the European           strength resides in its ability to interpretmissioning and maintenance program-                       Space Agency (ESA) and the Space Te-            and represent the scientific require-me prior to the VLT entering into opera-                  lescope Science Institute (STScl).              ments of the community and to ensuretions.                                                        The European Coordinating Facilities        the maximum scientific utilization of the    c) The construction of new instru-                    (ECF) is a joint ESA-ESO institution oper-      data.ments. There are 16 possiblefocal plane                   ated by ESO to manage the European                  Upon successful completion of theinstrument stations at the four 8 m tele-                 participation in the use of the Hubble          VLT and VLTI, ESO will have developedscopes. At the beginning 4 instruments                    Space Telescope (HST). It has carried out       the managerial, engineering and con-will be completed and commissioned                        its tasks with a high level of expertise        tractual capability needed to carry outand 2 more will he in an advanced state                   which has resulted for instance in a joint      large astronomical programmes in re-of completion. If we were to provide 2                    successful development with STScl of            mote locations. Such capability will benew instruments per year, the oldest in-                  the HST archival system. This expertise         unique in Europe. While the main taskstrument would be 15 years old at the                     has been placed at the disposal of ESA to       for the future will be the proper exploita-building of the 16th instrument. Since                    support other ESA missions such as IS0          tion of VLT and VLTI, we expect that re-ESO itself could certainly not provide                    and will be fully utilized on VLT. ECF scien-   sources will also become available tomore than a small fraction of this work, it               tists have taken the lead in the scientific     undertake new major projects that mayis clear that much will have to be done                   proposals for future ESA instruments for        be advocated by the astronomical com-by astronomical institutions in the mem-                  HST It is possiblethat more extended ESA-       munity. ESO will strive to continue tober states to ensure that VLT will use                    ESO cooperative programmes could be             provide service to the community withfront-line instruments.                                   undertaken in the future.                       excellence in astronomy as its goal.

The VLT Sequencer1
E. ALLAERT; ESOIntroduction                                              viour, you have to edit its source code,           That means there is a real need for                                                          compile it, link it with the necessary li-      more and better tools to glue the basic    Software designed to control extre-                   braries and launch it again (many times         commands and applications together,mely complex equipment like the VLT is                    just to see that the wrong line of code         offering an easy means to control theunavoidably itself also pretty complex.                   was modified). This is obviously a time-        VLT and its instruments at a higherIt contains impressive quantities of pro-                 consuming exercise. Moreover, on top            level.cedures, programs, libraries and other                    of a solid programming experience, alsosorts of files. And even if from the very                 a profound knowledge of the VLT soft-           The Sequencerbeginning a lot of attention is paid to the
                                                                                                                                                         ~                                                          ware structure is required to do that.                                                         Irequirements of flexibility - with all these                  Specific user interfaces, which guide          Looking at how any telescope and in-        Idifferent instruments - it is difficult to fo-            the users through the preparation and           strument are operated, it is obvious thatresee and manage all the possible com-                    execution of their observations, already        many commands are repeated in a cer-binations within monolithic executable                    ease the pain offering some flexibility, as     tain sequence, sometimes with only             1programs. And if you want to add a fea-                   they allow the users to choose between          slightly different values for the argu-ture to a program or change its beha-                     various alternatives or to fill out specific    ments. From an operational point of                                                          values in forms. Still, this approach has       view, users differ one from the other as                                                          its limitations, as changing such a gra-        each of them repeats his own set of se-                                                          phical user interface (GUI) itself to e.g.      quential commands. From this fact, the    'This is part of a series of regular reports on VLTControl Software, started with issue number 81 of         add another parameter is again not triv-        concept of Sequences was defined forthe Messenger (Raffi 1995)                                ial.                                            the VLT control software; they are any                                                                                                 Tcl was chosen as the scripting lan-                                                                                             guage for the VLT Sequencer as many of                                                                                             its features could be mapped into our re-                                                                                             quirements. Also, since its conception it                                                                                             has enjoyed a very good acceptance in                                                                                             the scientific and astronomical commu-                                                                                             nity, and has in the meantime an impres-                                                                                             sive user base.                                                                                                 One of Tcl's nice features is its exten-

                                                                                       I     sibility, i.e. it is relatively easy to add mo-
                                                                                             re commands to the core. Of course this                                                                                             is something most specific applications                                                                                             based on Tcl have to do, and the VLT                                                                                             Sequencer shells are no exception to                                                                                             that. The resulting interpreter incorpora-                                                                                             tes a number of extensions, including                                                                                             our own 35 or so commands to interfa-                                                                                             ce the VLT Central Control Software                                                                                             (a set of common services like databa-                                                                                             se access and message system - see
                                                                                      1I      Raffi, 1995). It contains ail necessary
                                                                                             flow control commands to allow se-                                                                                             quences to behave intelligently. Howe-                                                                                             ver, it is certainly not our intention to                                                                                              map every procedure call available in            ,
                                                                                             the VLT C-libraries into a corresponding
                                                                                              script-command. Bear in mind that the                                                                                              purpose of the Sequencer is to provide                                                                                              some glue; it is not meant as a substitu-                                                                                             te for C-programming. Sequencer                                                                                              scripts are interpreted, so they can                                                                                              never run as fast as equivalent C pro-                                                                                              grams.                                                                                                  A number of VLT applications have al-                                                                                              ready been built using this scripting lan-                                                                                       I      guage. The most complex and notorious            I                                                                                       1      appkation of this kind is at present the                                                                                              Panel Editor. This is a tool to graphicallyFigure 1:A snapshot of the Sequencer's prototype GUI.                                         create ~anelswhich conform to the ESO            I
                                                                                              GUI cdmmon Conventions. Other appli-

                                                 se scripts generally relieve users from
                                                                                              cations are several engineering interfac-                                                                                              es, e.g. to configure or diagnose motors.                                                                                                                                               ~Icombination of known commands. Theycan contain instructions controlling the         repetitive tasks and manual intewen-flow of execution, offering a great deal         tion.                                       The Sequencer Toolof flexibility and intelligence. Remark       2. a tool to assist astronomers in thethat this definition covers a very broad         preparation and execution of sequen-            The Sequencer Tool itself, presentlyrange of cases. E.g. a set of low-level          ces of commands and observations.           in a prototype status (see Figure 1), is          Icommands dealing with part of the                A primordial aspect of this tool is its     also programmed in the Sequencer                  1execution of a single exposure can begrouped together as a sequence, which                                                 user-friendliness:it must be very intui-                                                 tive to use, and should avoid to expo-                                                                                             scripting language. The goal is to per-                                                                                             mit simple visual programming of se-                                                                                                                                               ~then can be considered 'a high-level             se its users to the complexity of the       quences.command. On the other hand also the              underlying software components,                 These are composed of fundamentalcombination of several exposures can             scripting language, etc.                    building blocks (components), on which            I
be a sequence, as only a few high-level                                                      control flow actions can be performed.
commands are needed to execute a              The Scripting Language                         The use of the Panel Editor provides asingle exposure.                                                                             look-and-feel similar to other VLT appli-   The Sequencer is the engine around            The Sequencer's scripting language is       cations, in areas like menus, short-help          ,the concept of these sequences. De-           based on a free software package, name-        text, etc. Drag-and-drop functionality            1 pending on the level of programming          ly Tcl~Tk(Ousterhout 1994, Welch 1995)         and other features aim at making this              ,awareness and interest of its users, we       Tcl stands for "Tool command language";        tool even more intuitive.                                                                                                                                                Ican subdivide this product into two di-       it is a simple programming language,                Looking back at how this tool is ma-          1stinct components:                            while Tk provides an XI 1 ToolKit or library   de and what it produces we see an inte- I.a scripting language, which allows         of widgets (graphical objects similar to        resting closed loop: the tool creates   developers and operators to glue           those of other GUI toolkits like Xlib or       scripts in the same language with which   their commands and procedures              Motif). This permits us to make window-         it was made in the first place. The fact              I   quickly and efficiently together. The      ing applications as simple scripts, hid-       that part of the Sequencer Tool was   purpose may be either to implement         ing many of the details faced by C pro-         made with the Panel Editor - also a                                              grammers. These scripts are interpreted         script producing scripts - seems to                   '   high-level functionality or to to create   complex utilities, including GUls. The-    by a shell built around the Tcl/Tk library.     make it even more self-contained.                     IWhat's in the labs                                             A few months ago new versions of Tcl          We expect to have this update for the                                                           and Tk were released (7.4 resp. 4.0),          Sequencer interpreter ready for internal    The Sequencer interpreter is based                     which provide more functionality, better       use early 1996, and to release it exter-on the TcliTk core as explained in 3. The                  Motif compliance and tons of other mo-         nally with the next subsequent VLTversions we use are 7.3 for Tcl and 3.6                    difications and improvements. Of cour-         Common Software Release.for Tk. On top of these the Sequencer in-                  se the Sequencer interpreter will be up-terpreter includes currently the following                 dated to these new releases of TcliTk,         Referencesextensions:                                                but we also need matching versions of1. Extended TcllTk: this extension adds                    all the extensions included in our inter-      Ousterhout J., 1994, Tcl and the Tk toolkit,   several commands useful in a Unix                       preter. In particular we are waiting for the     ISBN 0-201-6337-X.   context; its version has to match the                   2.0 version of iTcl2, which should bring a     Raffi G., 1995, The Messenger 81, 5.   one of TcliTk, as it patches this core.                 major performance improvement as a             Welch B., 1995, Practical Programming in Tcl                                                                                                            and Tk, ISBN 0-13-1 82007-9.2. BLT: the Bell Labs Toolkit adds a few                   bonus. That should manifest itself a.0. in   commands to the Tk library. Present-                    all applications created with the Panel   ly at version 1.7.                                      Editor.3. [incr Tcl] or iTcl: this extension provides                 Once we have the needed extensions,   an object oriented programming en-                      we will still have to address the compati-   vironment in TcliTk, which allows and                   bility issues: several VLT applications ha-   promotes organisation of the scripting                  ve been implemented as Sequencer   code in a much cleaner way than plain                   scripts, and they may be affected by mo-          '[incr Tcl] version 2.0 should be available by the   Tcl does. iTcl is at version 1.5.                       difications in Tk's behaviour or syntax.       time you read this.

The VLT CCD Detectors Control Software1
A. LONGINOTTI, C. CUMANI, i? DUHOUX, ESOIntroduction                                               A field test has been successfully perfor-       software in the Messenger, issue Sep-                                                           med January 1995; from that time efforts         tember 1995.   Charge Coupled Devices (CCD) are                        have been concentrated in adding func-         - It must use, wherever possible andcurrently by far the most widely used                      tionality and bringing the whole package         compatible with the performance re-type of detectors in Astronomy. It is fore-                to VLT standards, both in terms of soft-         quirements, components provided byseen to have in operation at the VLT                       ware quality (quality of code, documen-          the VLT common software.about 40 technical CCD cameras for au-                     tation, configuration control) and of ge-      - It must provide a programmatic inter-to-guiding, field viewing and wavefront                    neral rules applicable to all VLT software       face to all packages (instruments andsensing, and probably more than 10                         applications (usage of standard com-             telescope control software) using CCDscientific CCD cameras for instruments                     mands, libraries, e t ~ . ) .                    cameras, but also be able to work as aworking in the optical spectral range.                         The first release of the CCD Control         stand-alone simple instrument, mainlyBecause of the critical role it plays, it has              Software, originally planned for August          for test purposes.been decided that the CCD Software                         1995, has been recently sent out (Octo-        - It must interface with the already defi-Package should be the very first VLT ap-                   ber 1995). It contains a sub-set of the fo-      ned and developed transputer-basedplication to be built and tested on top of                 reseen functionality, and does not sup-          CCD controller box, also called Arraythe VLT Common Software. Because of                        port technical CCD cameras yet (this will        Control Electronics (ACE).that, the CCD Software has provided,                       be done with the next release). On the         - CCDs being a technological area intogether with the N l T upgrade software,                  other hand, it defines the complete in-          very rapid progress (bigger and fastera considerable feedback to the VLT                         terface towards external software.               chips are continuously coming up oncommon software in terms of bug de-                                                                         the market), it must have an interfacetection and suggestions for improve-                       Baseline development criteria                    to the hardware as flexible as possible,ments.                                                                                                      in order to accommodate possible up-   It has also been decided to put in the                      The development of the CCD Control           grades of the ACE-based or totallydevelopment life-cycle a prototype                         Software has been based on the follo-            new CCD controllers, keeping the bulkstage, to allow a better evaluation of the                 wing criteria:                                   of this package independent from thevalidity of the whole camera concept, in-                  - It must fit in the general VLT control ar-     particular controller used.cluding, of course, its control software.                    chitecture (distributed system consi-        -In order to simplify its maintenance,                                                             sting of Workstations, for high level          the CCD software must be one pack-                                                             operations and user interface, and Lo-         age, providing the functionality re-                                                             cal Control Units, for real-time and           quired for both technical and scientific    'This article is part of a series of regular reports                                                             sub-system hardware related operati-           cameras. Differences in the controlon VLT Control Software, which started with the              ons). For more information, see the ar-        software between these two catego-previous issue of the Messenger: (Raffi 1995)                ticle of G. Raffi about the VLT control        ries must reflect only the differences in                                                                                                                                                                                          Functionality                                                                                                                                                                                              The main functionality provided by                                                                                                                                                                                          the CCD software is:                                                                                                                                                                                          - Single exposure execution (possibly                                                                                                                                                                                             repeated n times), with selectable                                                                                                                                                                                             readout parameters: binning, win-                                                                                                                                                                                            dowing, speed, gain, outputs used.                                                                                                                                                                                          - Images are provided both as FITS files                                                            I :            . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , , , , , , . , , , , , -, . , , , . , , , , , ,. . . . . , ., . , , , , .., . , .. , , , .. , , , , , , , ., , . , , , , - - - , TRS     and as raw data, for quick look                                                                                                                                                                                            through the VLT Real-Time Display fa-                                                                                                                                                                                            cility.                                                                                                                                                                                          - A real-time image processing facility                                                                                                                                                                                            on LCU is foreseen, to fulfill the requi-                                                                                                                                                                                             rements for technical CCDs (centro-                                                                                                                                                                                             iding calculation, object recognition).                                                                                                                                                                                            This functionality is not implemented                                                                                                                                                                                            yet.                                                                                                                                                                                          - A telemetry information system is fore-                                                                                                                                                                                            seen, but not implemented yet.                                                                                                                                                                                          - A temperature control system is fore-                                                           LCU                  I                                                                                                           seen, but not implemented yet.                                                                                                                                                                                          - Besides the normal operational mode,                                                                                                                                                                                            simulation operational modes are pro-                                                                         Control                                                                                                            vided, at all stages of the control archi-                                                                                                                                                                                            tecture, in order to allow the integrati-                                                                                                                                                                                            on and tests of this package in envi-                                                                                                                                                                                             ronments where the hardware needed
Figure 1.                                                                    Illudl                                                                      CCD Camera                                                                                                                                                                                             is not fully available:                                                                                                                                                                                            - WS simulation. The whole LCU soft-                                                                                                                                                                                               ware is simulated on Workstation                                                                                                                                                                                            - LCU simulation. The ACE software is                                                                                                                                                                                               simulated on LCU.  the control electronics, and therefore                                                        A schematic view of the architecture                                                        -ACE simulation. The hardware ac-  be confined within ACE.                                                                    of a CCD stand-alone system is provi-                                                             cess is simulated in the transputer-The ACE transputer and DSP software                                                         ded in figure 1.                                                                                  software  for technical CCDs being developed  by an external contractor, much atten-  tion and emphasis has to be put on the  specification and implementation of  the LCU-transputer interface.
Architecture    The current version of the CCD soft-ware runs on three platforms:- Workstation, where both programma-  tic and interactive user interface are lo-  cated. The language used is C, where-  by Tcl/Tk scripts are used within GUI  panels.- LCU, where the core of the control is  implemented. It has been designed to  simplify as much as possible the ad-  aptation to other controllers. About  80% of the whole software is indepen-  dent from the particular controller  connected to the LCU VME crate. Ba-  sically one function library, called Devi-  ce Control Library, provides the inter-  face to ACE, and only this component  must be replaced if a different type of  controller is used. The language  is C.                                -

-ACE, where the transputer and DSP
  based embedded software runs. It                                    -  used                                                                                     I        ..                                                                                              -             CCU     - Stand Alone System Coniiguration - @el6
  provides the direct interface to the ca-
  mera electronics. The languages used  are Occam (transputers) and C (DSP).                                                                                                                                                                  Figure 2.-1Figure t.
Usage by external software                      for a specific camera (this operation       Usage as stand-alone instrumentpackages                                        is done normally by people familiar                                                with CCD cameras, but NOT with                 As already mentioned before, the    A general software development cri-         software), one configuration GUI pa-        CCD Software must be able to work as         1terion, which we tried to apply also to         nel is provided (see Figure 2).             simple stand-alone instrument. It must       1the CCD Software, is to make the inter-       - Exposure setup parameters. They             therefore implement on Workstation aface to external software as simple as          are stored in ASCII files, called setup     simplified version of those modulespossible, using as much as possible             files, as specified by the Instrumen-       foreseen for any VLT Instrument: Obser-standard components. The interface to           tation Common Software.                     vation Software (OS), Observer Supportexternal software consists of:                - lmage Data. They are delivered by           Software (OSS), Maintenance Software         1- Command/Replies, based on the VLT             the CCD software as FITS files, to be       (MS). The current release provides a set  Software Message System, to/from              used later for further analysis by any      of panels to allow the following (see also  one CCD Command Interface pro-                image analysis package, and/or, ac-         Figure 3):  cess, running on Workstation. All ac-         cording to the setup definition, as         - startup/shutdown the system                I  tions associated with an exposure, in-  cluding the definition of the exposure                                                raw data in shared memory for quick                                                look through the VLT Real-Time Dis-                                                                                            -define a single exposure setup and                                                                                              save it in a setup file                                                                                                                                         d                                                                                                                                         I                                                                                                                                         I  setup, are performed through com-             play facility (see also article by T.Her-   - start an exposure, monitor its status,  mands.                                        lin et al. in the September 1995 issue        possibly pause or abort it.                ~- Data. They are basically of four types:  - Camera configuration data. They are                                                of the Messenger).                                              - Real-time image processing results.                                                                                            - display the results (image) with the VLT                                                                                              Real-time lmage Display facility.                                                                                                                                         ~     stored in the on-line database and         They are used mainly by applications            Foreseen, but not implemented yet,     can be retrieved through a public          using technical CCDs, such as auto-         are:    function provided by the CCD soft-          guiding software. For performance           - interface to on-line Midas.    ware. In order to simplify the operati-     reasons, they are stored directly in        -definition of sequence of exposures    on of setting the configurationvalues       the LCU on-line database.                     and automatic execution (useful for  standard calibration operations, such         - Norbert Fiebig, consultant, who imple-  as linearity tests).                            mented the LCU part of the CCD soft-- interface to VLT Archive.                       ware for the prototype version.                                                -all members of the VLT software For more information or questions on the                                                                                               VLT CCD Control Software, please contact,Acknowledgments                                   Group3 for their collaboration in as-                                                                                               preferably by e-mail, A, ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~           ~   t   t   i                                                  sisting us in their area of competence.      gino@eso,org),Additional information can al-   The authors would like to take this          - all members of the newly formed Opti-        so be found in the anonymous ftp area of theopportunity to thank all people who               cal Detector Team, for their valuable        VLT software G      ~ which                                                                                                                         ~ is accessible                                                                                                                               ~    ~ ai, ,helped in the development of the VLT              contribution in terms of comments to         WWW (Eso Home page -> VLTProject -> VLTCCD Control Software up to the current            the prototype version.                       Software and Documentation -> doc -> ccd*)stage:
Restructuring La SillaD. HOFSTAD7; ESO
    During the past months the La Silla         - one for the 2.2m/1.54m/1.52m.                to all the telescopes (e.g. CCD cameras)staff which is closely involved with the            The Schmidt, the 1m, the 50 cm Da-         and execute long term upgrade pro-telescope activities has been asked to          nish and the Bochum telescope already          jects.reflect on ways to re-organise the Ob-          have separate operational arrange-                 Both the telescope and supportservatory operations.                           ments.                                         teams have similar structures.    La Silla has a long tradition of exten-         For the time being the Dutch and              The intent is to have each team withsive and user-friendly support and en-          50cm ESO telescopes would receive              extensive freedom of self-management.joys a large record of praise from its visi-    technical support from the 2.2 mA.5 m          Each team has a manager assisted by ators.                                           team.                                          deputy. Their role is to plan and manage                                                    J. Melnick took on the task of crystal-    the resources, schedule operational andIf it works, why change it?                     lising and elaborating a plan for the          technical tasks, monitor and report the                                                restructuring, which he called the "Team       performance of the team. The mana-   There are essentially three main fac-        Theme".                                        gers, however, are an integral part of thetors which call for a change:                       Much input was provided by the             support and not limited to supervisory                                                scientific and technical staff at La Silla.    functions. They report to the Observa-1. The VLT operation era is nearing. We             The Team Theme was developed in a          tory management composed of a Direc-    have still an opportunity to try out dif-   number of working groups. All of them          tor and his deputy.    ferent and more ambitious operation         focused on the self managed team con-             The Observatory management is es-    modes at La Silla and let the VLT be-       cept organised around a functional pro-        sentially responsible for the application    nefit from the experience.                  cess.                                          of the scientific objectives.2. The budgetary pressure has become                Integrated by astronomers, night as-           It defines the goals and objectives,    stronger and stronger. Cost control         sistants, operation and electronic staff,      harmonizes the structures, policies and    has been emphatically requested by          the telescope teams are to be self-reli-       operational procedures for the teams    our Governing Bodies. Cost efficient        ant for the daily support. This includes       and ensures a smooth interface and in-    priorities have to be worked out and        scientific support, instrumentation set-       tegration with the other divisions, both in    implemented.                                up and control, data management and            Europe and in Chile.3. The number of facilities and services,       the first aid technical assistance.                In parallel with the merging of the    under ESO's direct supervision at La            In general the welfare of a particular     Astronomy and TRS Departments into a    Silla, has decreased.                       facility will be exclusively in the hands of   common project, the Maintenance and    This calls for a re-assignment of the       a team.                                        Construction Department has under-    staffing resources at the Observa-              The teams will also handle their inter-    gone changes.    tory.                                       nal administration for tasks and person-           Here the objective was extensively    It is tempting to breakdown the La          nel scheduling, planning, reporting and        focused on cost efficiency. As the hostSilla operations into Telescope Teams.          training. They will ensure the operational     country Chile has considerably develo-Undoubtedly, great benefit is to be ob-         interface with their visitors.                 ped during the last few years, many ser-tained if the teams and their telescope             The teams are also to be linked with       vices, which ESO operated internally,merge into a common identification.             Garching for extended technical support        became available at much lower costs.   This has been achieved at SEST sin-          and commitments.                               Maintenance for the buildings, roadsce it was brought into operations. Also             In view of the large range of work and     and power lines, has been outsourced.at the N T , D. Baade and his colleagues        the limited manpower it was not feasible       The plan is to keep a limited in-housemanaged to build-up a team well inte-           to provide for complete technical auto-        support for emergencies and the main-grated and identified with its telescope.       nomy in each team.                             tenance of electro-mechanical equip-                                                    Six technical sections are maintained      ment, which is highly diversified.The Change                                      and regrouped as support teams in the                                                areas of software, general electronics,        Will it work?   It was decided to create two additio-        mechanics, optics, IR detectors and op-nal teams for the support of the remai-         tical detectors.                                  The re-engineering experts wouldning telescopes:                                    They will provide the specialised          propose a strength-weakness-opportu-- one for the 3.6m/CAT                          skills, maintain units which are common        nity-threat analysis.     Strength -The new scheme will fo-           motes team spirit.                            the teams will limit the possibility of in-cus the involvement of the team mem-                  Weakness - Full support coverage         ter-team back-up once the know-howbers on smaller targets and allow for the        around the year is difficult to achieve in    for the operations in neighbouring teamsdevelopment of skills and knowledge in           view of the limited manpower.                 fades.a more limited field of action. Improve-              Opportunity - There will be an op-          A broad consensus emerged on thement of performance is expected. There           portunity to integrate and extend the         "Team Theme" among the staff and thewill be better visibility for each team          complete operations chain at a telesco-       management. End of August during hismember on the complete field of action           pe within a dedicated working unit. For       visit to Chile the Director General revie-inside the team. A better complementa-           the team members there will be an ex-         wed the proposal and gave his go-tion and multi-disciplinary task ap-             cellent opportunity to demonstrate a          ahead.proach can be developed.                         competitive and high performance style           October 1st we started.   The scheme allows for better identifi-        of operations.                                   We will now demonstrate that wecation with the team objectives and pro-              Threat - The task division between       were right.

        The N l 7 upgrade project has the following goals:
        1. Establish a robust operating procedure for the telescope to minimize down time and maximize the           scientific output.        2. Test the VLT control system in real operations prior to installation on UT1.        3. Test the VLT operations scheme and the data flow from proposal preparation to final product.    The project is a joint effort of all divi-   in leadership for the project it is appro-    local controllers will be modified to al- sions within ESO both in Chile and in           priate to take stock of where we are and      low the use of the more advanced soft- Garching. At the core of the project is         how far we have to go. As mentioned           ware developed for the VLT. In addi-the NTT team which is doing much of              above the NTT is on solid ground regar-       tion many maintenance operations arethe development and almost the totality          ding day to day (night to night) operati-     scheduled for the big bang period in-of operations.                                   ons. So the first goal of the project has     cluding the long overdue recoating of    The NTT upgrade project is not only          indeed already been achieved. In additi-      the mirrors. The NTT team plans to co- providing ESO the means to test the VLT         on over the last year a number of VLT         me out of the big bang period with whatconcepts but also the community a first          standard components have been tested          essentially will be unit telescope 5 of thetaste at what working with the VLT will          on the NTT with great success. Part of        VLT.be like. Both ESO and the community              the second goal of the project, to testshould exploit this unique opportunity to        the VLT control software, has already         Progress with Big Bangmake possible a VLT that is scientifically       been achieved with a large amount of          preparationsproductive as soon as possible.                  feedback from the NTT project to the    The NTT upgrade project with great           VLT.                                              Each subsystem of TCS is being te-sadness bids farewell to Dietrich Baade.                                                       sted on the NTT independently. The exi-Dietrich was NTT team leader and upg-            The Big Bang                                  sting electronics is modified and thenrade scientist from the inception of the                                                       the subsystem is run through a commis-project. Dietrich has been instrumental             In July 1996 the NTT will be taken out     sioning phase to check its operability.in developing the team spirit within the         of operation to install a completely new      Following the tests the system is retur-NTT and the operating procedures                 control system. The new system is in          ned to its current stable configuration.which have resulted in the NTT having            fact almost identical to that to be used      The NTT team has successfully testedamongst the lowest down time statistics          on Unit Telescope 1 of the VLT. In additi-    the building, M2lM3, autoguider and ad-of any 4-m class telescope. Dietrich has         on new control software is being written      apter control subsystems. The rotatorthrough his dedication, hard work and            according to VLT standards for EMMl           control system will be tested in Novem-inspiring personality united the two             and SUSI. The installation and testing of     ber and in December we expect a fullparts of the ESO organization (La Silla          these systems is a large effort involving     test of the telescope. This Decemberand Garching) into working as a single           not only modifications to the telescope       test is scheduled ahead of the Milanoteam and has got the project well under          control but also the building, the rotators   test of the same software for the VLT inway. Thank you Dietrich.                         and the guide probes. In addition the au-     order to provide the best feedback. The    The author is the new team leader            toguider will also be equipped with VLT       EMMl control software will undergo itsand upgrade scientist. Given the change          standard Technical CCDs. All electronic       first test in February.Phase Ill                                      tion of all observations on the NTT are        about the telescope and the instrumen-                                               sufficiently specialised that the principal    tation is now maintained on the Web for    The NTT will be returned to active du-     investigator should be present when            easy access. Check us out onty for the community as soon as possi-         they are being executed. The exact ratio       http://www.eso.org/NTT/ble. After the big bang, which barring         of service observations to classical ob-           Automated data reduction tools areunforseen problems will last around 6 to       servations is not specified and will, we       being developed within ESO to receive7 months, the VLT science operations           believe, be determined by market for-          the data coming from the instruments.scheme shall be tested in real operati-        ces.                                           The NTT data have been kept (archived)ons with the community providing the                                                          for many years now. However the goal ofcritical feedback to ESO. The details of       The immediate future                           the archiving system is not simply tothe VLT operations scheme fill more than                                                      keep the data but to make them useful.70 pages so it is not possible to go into          At the time this article is published      Significant effort is being dedicated toit at length here. The fundamental princi-     the big bang will be only 6 months away.       make the archive into a scientificallyple is that operations shall be predicta-      The N l T team has a lot of work ahead of      useful tool.ble and reproducible. Given this starting      it both in building the new control sy-principle we believe that it is possible for   stem and in working on the tools neces-        Comings and goingsthe users of the NTT to define their ob-       sary for the new operations scheme. De-servations in an accurate enough man-          tailed calibration databases are being            The restructuring of La Silla has resul-ner that it shall be possible for the NTT      established for EMMl and SUSI. Reliable        ted in the departure of Jesper Stromteam to execute these observations.            and accurate physical models of the in-        from the NTT team. As a founding mem-The benefit to the community if such a         struments are being used to provide a          ber of the team he will be sorely missed.scheme is successful is tremendous.            good understanding of how the NTT              Congratulations Jesper on your new jobOne of the most obvious benefits is that       really works. The combination of these         as 2.2-m team leader. New arrivals in theobservations shall be scheduled exactly        activities is planned to culminate in good     N l T team are Paul Le Saux and Joaqu-when the conditions are best suited for        tools that make it possible to accurately      in Perez from the operations and opticsthem. During the first months following        define the observations.                       groups in La Silla and Karen Mueller inthe big bang service observations shall            As mentioned in previous issues of         Garching. Welcome to all.be interleaved with system test phases.        the Messenger the communicationsIn normal operations we do not plan that       between the users and the telescopeall observations will be performed by the      team are being facilitated using theN l T team. Clearly some significant frac-     ntt@eso.org email account. Information

                                               The La Silla News Page
    The editors of the La Silla News Page would like to welcome readers of the Messenger to the second edi-     tion of a page devoted to reporting on technical updates and observational achievements at La Silla. We     would like this page to inform the astronomical community of changes made to telescopes, instruments,     operations, and of instrumental performances that cannot be reported conveniently elsewhere. Contribu-    tions and inquiries to this page from the community are most welcome. (P. Bouchet, R. Gredel, C. Lidman)

News From The Telescope Teams
   The recently formed 3.6m + CAT and          been created to enable ESO observers           week, from any account on the La Silla2.2m + 1.52 Telescope Teams are glad to        to provide both set-up requests and            off-line system. The weekly reports caninform Users that accounts have been           feedback of their observations. Observ-        be retrieved as postscript files via ftpcreated at La Silla and Garching for ge-       ers are kindly invited to use this facility.   from Iw5.ls.eso.org (username: ftp; pass-neral user support. These accounts will        In the case of special requests, we            word: userid; directory: pub/360cat). Viabe checked daily by the Telescope Team         would like to have your input well before      netscape, the reports are available usingcoordinators, ensuring a more prompt           the beginning of your observing run. The       the option open location with addressinteraction between ESO Users and              account in Garching (360cats@eso.org)          ftp.//lw5.ls.eso.org/pub/360cat.Telescope Teams.                               is mostly meant for assistance with pro-                                               posal definition and data reduction. In3.6m + CAT                                     addition, the 3.6m + CAT weekly reports                                               can be accessed by typing 3p6wkrp nn,            The account 2p2team@ls.eso.org   The account 360cats@eso.org has             where nn is the number of the required         has been implemented at La Silla. Thisaccount is meant to serve as a contact           Danish 1.54m and the ESO 1.52m tele-                                       telescopes. In the future it is foreseen topoint for all problems, questions and re-        scopes. Support will also be available                                     implement automatic forwarding to thisquests related to the ESO-MPI 2.2m, the          for the Dutch 90cm and the ESO 50cm                                        account from the WWW ESO pages.

The Quality of the 3.6m main mirror

    With this note, a brief history of the                                                                                    3 60 meter TELESCOPE                    15-10-1994
                                                       3 60 meter TELESCOPE                             08-22-1988  .6m main mirror is given, together with                                                       MAIN MIRROR SURFACE MAP                                                MAIN MIRROR SURFACE MAP   summary of the actions that have be-en and will be taken to better under-stand the problems affecting this unit.    The 3.6m main mirror is made withcemented hexagons of fused silica. Ontop of these hexagons, a layer of silica isdeposited. During the first polishing phase, this layer had to be re-manufac-tured because it was originally too thin. Early after the installation of the mirror atthe telescope, during 1976, a few "whitefrosted stains" were noticed on the mainmirror surface. The evolution of thesesurface defects has been analysed du-ring each aluminisation. Over the last tenyears, the mirror was aluminised during1985, 1988,1990 and 1994.. . During the1985 aluminisation, recording of the sur-face defects started, by producing ma-                                                                                                                  lanrmlr   . ha16/hnpaitr                                                                                 -/ rcntchs'                                                                      r    ruatrhrnual maps of the surface. This recording                                         QD F l a s h 6 '"Whltt'' 1 4 s                                                   a                                                                                                                                                                  =    Fmrtrd "xhlte" Z                                                                                                                                                                       Frosted l k s                                                                                         F?o*te6 Ik                           SCALE 7/20can be done only during the aluminisati-              SCALE 1/20                  urn    d u s t .a*r
on period because the fresh aluminium             A
                                                         ~-.                                                          .-.<.,                                                           - --    .-                   ..          A   mutt*     wn                                                                                                                       18and the absence of dust allows a preci-se recognition of the surface structures.        Figure 1.                                                                  Figure 2.    This operation was refined during thefollowing 1988 aluminisation with amapping done under stronger illuminati-on. With this technique, all kinds of de-        small affected area (also indicated in Fi-                                 ones. The rugosity (a measure of thefects such as scratches, cleaning stains,        gure 1) with a frosted zone and spots,                                     roughness), which is 15 A for an excel-aluminium projections and "frosted zo-           which appear as white regions. The size                                    lent mirror, varies from 6 0 a in good zo-nes" can be well resolved and mapped             of the larger frosted stain is 70mm. De-                                   ne to 140A in an affected one. Dust onin detail. Following the results of this first   spite the low contribution of these de-                                    the mirror produces a similar roughnessdetailed mapping, attempts were made             fects to the overall telescope efficiency                                  of about 120A. The zones affected byto contact the main mirror manufactu-            (see below), it was decided to establish                                   the defects cover only 2% of the wholering company in 1989, unfortunately,             a diagnostic of the mirror "illness", in the                               mirror surface. The contribution of thewith no success. The same procedure              framework of the 3.6m + CAT Upgrade                                        defects on the overall telescope efficien-was applied (under the same conditions)          Plan.                                                                      cy is negligible, in comparison to thatafter 1988 and the evolution of the de-             During the last aluminisation qualifi-                                  produced by dust.fects was described in the aluminisation         cation of the frosted zones began, using                                      IR observers may be concerned byreports of 1988,1990 and 1994.                   both magnified surface images and the                                      the influence of the surface blemishes    In Figures 1 and 2, the maps of the          measured reflectivity of the affected                                      on emissivity. Emissivity is regularly mo-3.6m main mirror, as recorded in 1988            areas. In Figure 4, the transition area                                    nitored at 10,um, and no enhancementand 1994, are presented. The compari-            between a frosted spot and a sound zo-                                     has been recorded in the last few years.son between these maps show the evo-             ne is shown. The spot appears in black                                     In fact the measurements show alution of the blemishes in the last              and the magnification of the picture is                                    decreasing trend of emissivity with time,6 years. During these years some new             135, giving a spot diameter of about                                       probably due to the C 0 2 cleaning proce-frosted zones close to the mirror center,        0.5mm. A grain structure is easily visi-                                   dures that were adopted in the last fewaffecting less than 0.2 percent of the           ble, with a grain size of about 3 microns.                                 years. This shows that emissivity is lar-mirror area, appeared. Please note that,                                                                                    gely dominated by dust.due to the manual design of the maps,            How do these defects affectthe maps give a picture which appears            observations?                                                              Future Stepsworse than in reality. This is due to thefact that all the defects are drawn with             After a fresh aluminisation the reflec-                                   Contacts have been successfully re-the same intensity, regardless of their          tivity at 670nm varies from 89% for for                                    established with both the manufacturingtrue effect. Figure 3 shows a picture of a       sound areas to 82% for the frosted                                         and polishing companies. It was foundFigure 3.                                                            Figure 4that no other mirrors having the same         the degradation process:                       nes will be sent for a chemical analysis.characteristics as the 3.6m main are in           0 A phase contrast microscope will         A sample from the mirror bottom hasuse. This implies that no direct compari-     be provided by REOSC and used to               been already analyzed and it will beson can be performed. In addition, it has     figure out the depth of the defects. This      used for comparison. The results showemerged that, due to the manufacturing        instrument is also used to characterise        that the sample is almost pure silica withand polishing history of the mirror, some     the VLT mirror surface quality.                only 0.1 % in an amorphous phase.parts it may be sensitive to particular           0 An Atomic Scale Tribometer will be          Even if the slow evolution of the 3.6mchemicals.                                    also used to map precisely the surface         main mirror defects does not suggest a   The next aluminisation of the 3.6m         with a very high resolution.                   dramatic impact on telescope perfor-main mirror is anticipated during June              Surface images with a magnification      mance in the coming years, in order to1996. The frosted areas will be analyzed      of 270 will help detail the grain structure.   obtain full control of telescope quality,with higher precision. Specific instru-             Following the results of these tests     the degradation process must be under-mentation will be used to characterise        a small sample of one of the affected zo-      stood.

The Aluminisation of the Main Mirrors
The La Silla Optics Support Team   During period 55, the main mirrors of      backstreaming towards the aluminising          The frequency of the cleaning is still un-the 1.5m, Im, CAT, 90cm Dutch and             chamber. The glow discharge cathode            der study, but it seems that the dust1.54 m Danish telescopes were succes-         was also modified to increase the size of      conditions at La Silla will force us to cle-sfully aluminised. The reflectivity of the    the plasma within the chamber. The             an every two weeks. The recently depo-fresh aluminium was measured to be            good adherence of the aluminium has            sited dust must be removed before itaround 90% at 670nm. A surface quali-         met the objectives of this plant improve-      sticks. Unfortunately, this method ofty study was initiated to determine the       ment.                                          cleaning must be avoided during condi-evolution of the mirror surface quality.          A new cleaning method called "Peel-        tions of high humidity. These conditionsMagnified images and rugosity measu-          Off" was successfully tested. A peel off       are common during the Chilean summer,rements of the surface have been obtai-       lacquer has been developed by a che-           so the mirror reflectivity decreasesned for each mirror. The rugosity ranges      mical company in Germany in close              beyond the restoring powers of the CO,from 15A for the best mirror to 40A for       collaboration with a staff member at           snow flake technique. This would be athe poorest. Dust will, after one year, in-   ESO Garching. The efficiency of this           good period for the promising peel offcrease this number to around 120 A pro-       cleaning is very good as both the reflec-      techniques to be applied.ducing both light diffusion and an in-        tivity and rugosity reach 95% of the va-          The aluminisation plant for the largercrease in the emissivity.                     lues reached after a fresh aluminisation.      mirrors was also recently refurbished   The aluminisations were performed          A program to monitor the time depen-           by VTD, a German vacuum company.with the small aluminisation plant loca-      dent adherence of the aluminium will           The 2.2m main mirror aluminisationted within the 1.5m telescope building.       start soon. It is hoped that this techni-      is scheduled for April '96, while theThis plant was refurbished completely         que will reduce the number of risky mir-       3.6m aluminisation is scheduled forby La Silla staff to solve the poor adhe-     ror handling operations.                       June '96 (see article by Alain Gilliotte).rence of the aluminium layer. A LN, trap          Meanwhile, CO, snow flake techni-          The N l 7 mirrors will be aluminised du-was added between the chamber and             ques are used to maintain the mirror re-       ring the coming "big bang" period, afterthe oil diffusion pump to stop the oil        flectivity within an acceptable range.         June '96.The Seeing at the 3.6m Telescope: Status of the Study
   A first series of test nights dedicated   focusing is required.                          takes less than 30 seconds for the nightto study the seeing at the 3.6m telesco-        Current work includes a preliminary         assistant to enter into the data base thepe commenced in September this year          approach to ventilate the mirror and a         seeing, the zenith distance, and to spe-and will conclude in February 1996. Du-      study for cooling the electronic racks in      cify the wavelength of the instrument. Allring these tests, both the seeing and the    the cage, which generate several hun-          the other inforniation is transferred auto-pupil image are continuously recorded in     dreds watts.                                   matically to the workstation. In parallel,order to allow for a better understanding       A seeing database is now used at the        a programme running on a PC con-of the phenomena.                            workstation in the control room. It is de-     tinuously records and displays environ-   The actions taken so far have con-        dicated to recording and archiving the         mental conditions.centrated on tracking down and sup-          seeing measurements made every night.             A preliminary conclusion of thepressing heat sources inside the dome,       The software allows for automatic re-          changes made to the 3.6m and the re-especially near the light beam. The en-      cording of all environmental conditions;       sults obtained will occur after the Feb-coder of the Cassegrain rotator and the      temperature inside the dome measured           ruary test nights. Improving the seeingelectronics rack on the M2 unit are two      at 15 various locations, wind speed and        at the 3.6m is a long term study; thereexamples. The former was insulated           direction, slit direction, outside seeing at   are many parameters involved, and thefrom the beam. It is located 20cm from       the seeing monitor (dimm2), etc. This          problem cannot be solved in a fewthe beam at 1 meter from the Casse-          data is saved each time a seeing meas-         months. Other test nights will be re-grain focus. The latter, which was dissi-    urement is made. This is done at least         quested during the coming periods topating about 60 watts in the centre of       once per night. These measurements             continue this programme for improvingthe beam, is now only switched on when       are straightforward and quickly made; it       image quality.

Calibration of the IRACSB Fabry-Perot
C. LlDMAN & R. GREDEL    The performance of the warm Fabry-       cur with other imaging FPs (cf. Aspin et       which is near 15 a, can be recovered toPerot (FP) used with the IRAC2B came-        al. 1992 MNRAS 258, 684; lnoue et al.          about 5% if six wavelength settings arera on the 2.2 m telescope has now been       1993 PaSJ 45,539).                             employed, four across the line and twocharacterised.                                  A map of the wavelength shift can be        well separated from the red and blue    Across the array, the wavelength of      made by scanning a bright night sky line.      wings of the line. For lens LC, this resultmaximum transmission varies. Using           The line at 2.18 microns is particularly       applies to the central one arc minute oflens LC, the variation amounts to 8 a        well suited for such a task. Recent tests      the array. Flat-fielding, sky-subtractionover the central section, but from the       have shown that the shift can be deter-        and correction for the illumination pat-center to the edge it is more than 16a.                        a,                                             mined to within 1 and, over the central        tern are done following the proceduresThe variation is caused by a combinati-      one arc minute of the array (using lens        used for broadband imaging. It is veryon of two effects: a tilt added to the FP    LC again), the map appears to vary little      important that dome flats be obtainedrelative to the optical axis so that a       from one run to the next. However, this        for each wavelength setting.bright thermal ring lies near the edge of    does not mean that the map does not               The conclusion from this extensivethe array and not in the center, and a       vary with wavelength. This is still to be      testing is that the FP on IRAC2B canhigher than anticipated error in the non-    determined.                                    be used for studies that want to deter-flatness of the FP plates. These effects         instrumental fluxes of lines that are      mine either line fluxes, velocity fieldsare inherent to the system and also oc-      narrower than the instrument resolution,       or both.
C. LlDMAN
   Many projects employing IRACl ima-        the near future, we would like you to          IRACI. The background flux isge in the near If?, 1 to 2.5 microns, as     consider whether or not you can com-           simply too high for the shortest integra-well as the mid IR. As IRAC2B is signifi-    plete some of your programme using             tion now available. There are, however,cantly more sensitive in the near IR, we     IRAC2B. It is sometimes possible, sche-        two narrow band filters available,strongly recommend to observers who          dule permitting, to observe with IRACI         MN1 and MN2. These filters are aboutare planning observations in this wave-      and IRAC2B during a scheduled IRACl            four times narrower than broad bandlength region to combine observations        run.                                           M. Observers should realise thatwith IRAC2B and IRACI. To those ob-             We wish to emphasise that broad             this reduces the sensitivity of IRAClservers who will have time on IRAC1 in       band M is not currently possible with          at M.ADONIS unveils Ultra-compact H II RegionsMorphologyB. STECKLUM, TL. HAYWARD, M. FELDTAND M. LOWE
    Until recently, the spatial resolution of   stars. Furthermore, the diffuse radiation   sharp ionisation front almost east-westinfrared observations did not permit us         (due to thermal emission, recombination     aligned. A single star of spectral type 0to decide whether a single star or a den-       lines, and scattering) from the UCHR en-    7.5 can account for the observed radiose stellar cluster powers the Ultra-com-        hances the background against which         flux. The detection of NH, emissionpact H II regions (UCHRs). From radio           the embedded stars have to be detec-        indicates the presence of dense mole-interferometric observations, there is          ted.                                        cular gas (Churchwell et al. 1990). Theevidence for the presence of binary or             The advent of ADONIS (Adaptive Op-       kinematic distance to G45.5+0.06 ismultiple systems of massive stars. Con-         tics Near Infrared System) at the 3.6m      6.6 kpc.ventional near-infrared (NIR) imaging           telescope now allows us .to disclose            The displayed image was obtainedhas great difficulty in resolving this is-      UCHR morphology. As an example, we          with the SHARP II camera (Hofmann etsue. The typical distance of several kilo-      show the first results obtained for one     al. 1991)through the K' filter. The FWHMparsecs to UCHRs implies that very high         such object in August 1995. The object      of the stellar profiles is 0.4 (during theangular resolution is required to resolve       (G45.45+0.06) is a cometary UCHR            observations the seeing monitor repor-the star forming complex into single            (Wood and Churchwell 1989) with a           ted 1 seeing). This image reveals a clu-                                                                                            ster of stars, embedded in nebulosity, at                                                                                            the position of the UCHR. A chain of six                                                                                        1   stars almost coincides with the ionisati-                                                                                            on front. South of this arc, there is an ob-                                                                                            ject with a head-tail structure that does                                                                                            not have an obvious counterpart at radio                                                                                            wavelengths. Deconvolution of this ima-                                                                                            ge discloses that a jet like feature emer-                                                                                            ges from this star which is associated                                                                                            with H emission. The very good spatial                                                                                            resolution could be achieved because it                                                                                            was possible to close the loop on a                                                                                            bright star in the field.                                                                                                Other targets of our UCHR sample                                                                                            share similar properties which supports                                                                                            the suggestion that the morphology of                                                                                            ionised gas and warm dust are often                                                                                            very different (Hayward et al. 1994). Our                                                                                            adaptive optics and MIR imaging sug-                                                                                            gests that UCHRs are very compact star                                                                                            clusters with members of different mass                                                                                            and evolutionary state.
                                                                                        1   References                                                                                            Churchwell, E., Walmsley, C.M., and Cesaro-                                                                                              ni, R.: 1990, A&AS 83, 119.                                                                                            Hayward, T.L., Miles, J.W., Houck, J.R., Gull,                                                                                              and Timberlake, T.K.: 1994, Exp. Astr. 3,                                                                                              159.                                                                                            Hofmann, R., Blietz, P., Duhoux, P., Eckart, A,,                                                                                              Krabbe, A., and Rotacuic, V.: 1991, in                                                                                              Progress in Telescopes and Instrumenta-                                                                                              tion Technologies, ed. M.-H. Ulrich, ESO                                                                                              Rep. 42, 617.                                                                                            Wood, D.O.S., and Churchwell, E.: 1989,Figure 1.                                                                                     ApJS 69,831.

First Light on COMIC and SHARP 11+
The ESO Adaptive Optics Group and E LACOMBE, 0. MARCO, E EISENHAUER,and R. HOFMANN   COMIC and SHARP ll+, the new high            sioned in November 1995.                    1 and 5pm but is optimized for the 3 toresolution cameras for the ESO adaptive            COMIC, developed by a group from         5pm wavelength region. Two image sca-optics system ADONIS, were commis-              Meudon Observatory, operates between        les are available: 35 maslpixel (for J, H                                                                                            was observed! The exposure time was                                                                                            I00 seconds on the object and I00 se-                                                                                            conds on the star (three time less than                                                                                            for the Stecklum et al. image). The new                                                                                            image shows a clear brightening of the                                                                                            extended source.                                                                                               Together with the two new cameras,                                                                                            a new user interface and a new data ac-                                                                                     1      quisition programme were installed and                                                                                            debugged. The new soitware, and                                                                                            SHARP II+, are now being offered to vi-                                                                                            sitors on a regular basis. A more detailed                                                                                            technical description of COMIC will be                                                                                            included in a future issue of The Mes-                                                                                            senger.       FWHM: 0.27"                                 FWHM: 0.39"Figure 1: 51 Pegasus with COMIC.
and K) and 100 madpixel (for L and M),        lum et al. The image shown below was          Referencesleading to a field-of-view of 4.5x4.5 ar-     obtained through the K'filter, with a pixelcsec and 12.8x12.8 arcsec, respective-        size of 50 mas,which is the same as that                                                                                            Mayor, M., and Queloz, D., 1995: in the 9thly. Several narrow band filters and           used by Stecklum et al. The ADONIS              Cambridge Workshop on uCoolStars Stel-2 CVFs covering the 1.3-2.5 p m and           correction is not as good as that obtai-        lar systems and the        held in Florence2.5-4.5 pm ranges, respectively, are          ned by Stecklum, however, as the object         (~taly),3-6 October 1995; R. PaIIaviciniavailable. A 128x128 array manufactu-         was already at an airmass of 2.6 when it        and A. Dupree, eds. (in press)red by LIR is used as detector, and itsassociated electronics was built by Gre-noble Observatory.    The first astronomical object whichwas observed with COMIC is the brightsolar type star 51 Pegasus. Radial velo-city studies by Mayor and Queloz (1995)provide convincing evidence for the pre-sence of a planet with a mass of the or-der of that of Jupiter. The L and M ima-ges, displayed above, do not show anystructure around the star.    SHARP 11+ operates between 1 and2.5pm. It was developed by the MaxPlank lnstitut fiir Extraterrestrische Phy-sik (MPE) on the basis of the IR camerawhich was used until now with ADONIS.SHARP 11+ is equipped with an Atmos-pheric Dispersion Compensator unit(ADC), a Polarimeter, and two Fabry-Perot etalons covering the K-band withspectral resolutions of 950 and 2600and an effective finesse of 40 and 51, re-spectively. The standard J, H, K and K'and various narrow band filters are avai-lable, as well as a CVF covering the Hand K bands. The detector is a 256 x 256NICMOS 3 array manufactured byRockwell. Three image scales are availa-ble for the whole 1- 2.5 p m wavelengthrange: 35 mas/pixel, 50 madpixel, and100 mas/pixel, leading to a field-of-viewof 9x9 arcsec, 12.8x12.8 arcsec and25.6x25.6 arcsec, respectively.    In order to compare the performanceof the new camera with the old SHARPII, previously used with ADONIS, we ha-ve observed the object G45.45+0.06,described above in the note from Steck-       Figure 2: G45.45+0.06 with SHARP//+.An unusual view of the first VLT mirror taken from the topof the test tower during the final acceptance testperformed in November 1995. This records one of thelast walks on the mirror! The human presence gives anidea of the size of the VLT mirror.                   REPORTS FROM OBSERVERSNTT-SUSI images of superb seeing (0.34"-0.40"):Terzan 5S. ORTOLAN/, Universita di Padova; B. BARBUY, Universidade de Sao Paulo;E. BICA, Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Sul
   The study of globular clusters in the        dence regarding the timescales for for-         ture of globular cluster distribution in theGalactic bulge can provide information          mation of our Galaxy through their ages         bulge.on the behaviour of metal-rich popula-          derived from CMDs (Ortolani et al.                 High quality images are necessary totions, through their colour-magnitude           1995a). Besides, the derivation of their        derive clear CMDs in such crowded re-diagrams (CMDs) and element abun-               distances and metallicities should make         gions with high obscuration and diffe-dances, and can be a major piece of evi-        it possible to better establish the struc-      rential reddening.
Figure 1: - Terzan 5 images obtained with: (a) EMMI I image with seeing 1.2"; (b) EMMI V image with seeing 0.8"; (c) SUSl V image with seeing0.65': (d) SUSl I image with seeing 0.34':
20P 909                                                           lo10        gP                                                            677                                                                                                                                                IFigure 2 : - Terzan 5 images shown in colours: (a) EMMl I image with seeing 1.2"- same as Fig. l a (b) SUSl I image with seeing 0.34"- same asFig. Id.
   An unprecedented high quality image          des have been obtained using DAO-                Terzan 5 images obtained with: (a) EMMlfor Terzan 5 with a seeing of 0.34" was         PHOT II.                                         I image with seeing 1.2"; (b) EMMl Vobtained with the N l T equipped with               The effect of improvement of seeing          image with seeing 0.8"; (c) SUSl V ima-SUSl in May 1994. A comparison with             is illustrated in Figs. la,b,c,d where a se-     ge with seeing 0.65"; (d) SUSl I imageprevious images obtained with EMMl              quence of improved seeing is shown for           with seeing 0.34". One clearly sees theunder less good quality seeing illustra-tes the need for the high quality images.Our main goal in the last few years hasbeen to obtain such high quality photo-            We$29Jun            22:27:05                                       MIDAS version: 93NOVmetry, but only now has N l T equippedwith SUSl permitted such results.
Observations   Terzan 5 was observed at the ESONew Technology Telescope (NlT) equip-ped with EMMl in June 1993 and withSUSl in May 1994. An unprecedentedimage quality was obtained for Terzan 5in the May 1994 run, in particular for a60s I image with a seeing of 0.34".    In the 1993 observations, the N l Twas equipped with EMMl operating inthe focal reducer mode, at the red arm.The detector was a LORAL front illumi-nated CCD (ESO # 34), with a pixel sizeof 15pm (0.35" on the sky). The wholesize of the CCD is 2048x 2048 pixels,but it was read out in the format1700x1400 pixels (g.g'x8.1' on the sky)excluding peripherical vignetted regi-ons.    In June 1994 the observations werecarried out at the Nasmyth focus B, witha 1024x1024 thinned Tektronix CCD(SUSI camera). The pixel size is 24 pm(0.13" on the sky) with a total 2.2'x2.2'frame size.    The images were processed usingthe MlDAS package at ESO-Garchingcomputer center. After the standard flat-field corrections, instrumental magnitu-        Figure 3: - EMMI whole field image.improvement of image quality from the              Finally, this study permitted us to de-    giant branch curvature, we derive a me-1993 EMMl images (Figs. l a , b) to the         rive parameters for Terzan 5: a redde-        tallicity somewhat higher than that of1994 US1 ones (Figs. 1c, d), where many         ning of E(B-V) = 2.49 and a distance to       NGC 6553, probably solar. More detailsmore stars are resolved and much fain-          the Sun of do = 5.6 kpc (closer than pre-     on Terzan 5 are given in Ortolani et al.ter limiting magnitudes are reached in          vious estimates). Also, based on the red      (199513) It is a peculiar cluster, resemb-considerably shorter exposure times.                                                          ling other bulge clusters such as NGC    The seeing effect can be even better                                                      6553, NGC 6528, Liller 1 and Pal 6seen in Figs. 2a,b in colours, showing I                                                      among others (Ortolani et al. 1990,images corresponding to Figs. l a and                                                         1992, 1995c,d and references therein).1d respectively.    In Fig. 3 is shown an EMMl whole                                                          Conclusionsfield image (seeing 1.3") where it is sho-wn that, on the other hand, EMMl provi-                                                          The exceptional high quality imagesdes a large field (g.g'x8.1') relative to                                                     allowed us to approach the HST (Wide-SUSI (2.2'x2.2').                                                                             Field PC2) resolution (where about 0.1"    The image quality improvement is the                                                      is reached) with the advantages of aresult not only of the better sampling of                                                     constant point spread function along theSUSI but also due to the effort in                                                            frame and easy calibration to the stan-keeping the best optical quality during                                                       dard Johnson-Cousins systems, besi-the observations, through continuous                                                          des a larger field of view. This was pos-image analysis and a very careful focus-                                                      sible thanks to a combination of goodsing. This was possible thanks to the ac-                                                     seeing and the intrinsic optical quality oftive collaboration of the ESO technical                                                       NTT.staff.                                                    Z0   -                               :    ReferencesColour-magnitude diagrams                       >   21   :                                                                   ",9* '                I     ortolan^, S , Barbuy, B , B~ca, E 1990,                                                         -    The effect of seeing on the CMD qua-            22                                                                   -<-9 >'2                       A&A,236,362                                                                      4" *lity is illustrated in Fig. 4 (SUSI) and Fig.      23    -                                                                       I.                :     ortolan^, S , B~ca, E , Barbuy, B 1992,5 (EMMI): note in particular that the SU-          24 -                                                                                                  A&AS,92,441SI diagram reaches about 1.5 magnitu-                                                          ortolan^, S , Renz~n~,A , G~lmozz~,R ,                                                   25 -des deeper besides a much sharper de-                                                             marc on^, G , Barbuy, B , B~ca,E , Rlch, M                                                   26   ' " " " " " ' ~ ' ~                       1995a, Nature, In pressfinition of the main features which are:              1   2   3     4     5  6      7   8    9                                                                        u I                    ortolan^, S , B~ca,E , Barbuy, B 1995b,the blue disk main sequence on the left                                                           A&A,submitted                                                F~gure4 - V vs (V-I) colour-magnitude d ~ a -side, the cluster horizontal branch (tilted                                                grams of Terzan 5 obtalned wlth (a) SUSI (see- Oflolanl, S Blca, E , Barbuy, B 1 9 9 5 ~ ~and elongated by differential reddening)        lng 0 34'3 and (b) EMMl (seelng 1 3'3 wlth an     A&A, In pressand the red giant branch showing a faint        extraction corresponding to the same frame     ortolan^, S , B~ca,E , Barbuy, B 19954,red tip.                                        area of SUSl                                      A&A,296,680

New Globular clusters identified
in the inner regions of NGC 5128 usingESO and HST DataDANTE MlNNlTl (ESO), M. VICTORIA ALONSO (Observatorio Cordoba),PAUL GOUDFROOIJ (ESO), GEORGES MEYLAN (ESO), PASCALE JABLONKA (Meudon)Introduction                                    lar clusters, with membership of part         xies are faintness, crowding, high back-                                                of them confirmed spectroscopically           ground galaxy light, nonuniform extinc-   The study of globular cluster systems        (Sharples 1988). However, there are on-       tion, foreground contamination by starsleads the way in our understanding of           ly very few known clusters in the inner       in our own galaxy, and background con-galaxy formation. In distant galaxies, the      regions of this galaxy (Sharples 1995).       tamination by distant galaxies. In thisobservational evidence in favor of glo-         Consequently, the basic question about        work we take advantage of the combina-bular cluster formation during merger           the existence of super-metal-rich clu-        tion of archive HST data with our ground-episodes is rapidly growing. This me-           sters in NGC 5128 remains unanswered          based IR observations in order to over-chanism naturally accounts for the high         (see Jablonka et al. 1995). These putati-     come these difficulties. We study theglo-specific frequency of globulars obser-          ve super-metal-rich clusters are expec-       bular clusters in the inner 3 kpc of theved in elliptical galaxies (e.g., Ashman        ted to be found preferentially in the inner   peculiar E2 galaxy NGC 5128 (Figure 1).Zepf 1992).                                     regions, since in our Galaxy about 90%   A very special case for the study of         of these globulars are confined to the in-    Identification of Globularglobular cluster formation in such violent      ner 3 kpc (Minniti 1995).                     Clustersevents is NGC 5128 (Cen A), the nearest            The usual problems inherent in thegiant merger galaxy (Sersic 1982). This         identification and study of globular clu-       We use archive F675W images obtai-galaxy has a very rich system of globu-         sters in the inner regions of distant gala-   ned with the WFPC and the (pre-                                                                                                        which have the advantage of high con-                                                                                                        trast and reduced reddening sensitivity.                                                                                                        The inner structure of NGC 5128 is com-                                                                                                        plicated by the presence of large and                                                                                                        non-uniform extinction. The surface ma-                                                                                                        gnitude of the underlying galaxy ranges                                                                                                        from p ~ 12 = to 16 mag arcsee-' in the re-                                                                                                        gion observed here. It would have been                                                                                                        challenging to try to identify the clusters                                                                                                        on top of the galaxy light without the aid                                                                                                        of the HST images.                                                                                                           The observations were obtained with                                                                                                        IRAC2B at the ESO 2.2-m telescope du-                                                                                                        ring March 4, 1995. We mapped a regi-                                                                                                        on of 3x3 arcmin2 with the JHK filters,                                                                                                        centered at about 1 arcmin NE of the                                                                                                        nucleus of the galaxy (see Figure 1). We                                                                                                        also mapped a comparison field located                                                                                                        at about 30 arcmin NE of the nucleus, in                                                                                                        order to estimate back- and foreground                                                                                                        contaminations.                                                                                                           The photometric reductions were                                                                                                        done using the aperture photometry                                                                                                        packages in IRAF. The achieved limiting                                                                                                        magnitudes are          K=18mag        and                                                                                                        J = 19.5 mag, which are complementary                                                                                                        to those of the WFPC images,                                                                                                        R=21 mag. These limiting magnitudes                                                                                                        reach clusters beyond the peak of the                                                                                                        globular cluster luminosity function in                                                                                                        NGC 5128.                                                                                                           The positions of the globular clusterFigure 1: NGC 5128 (Cen A) as seen from the Digital Sky Survey (30 x 30 arcmin?. The location           candidates are displayed in Figure 3,of the JHK mosaics is indicated. North is up and East to the left,                                                                                                        along with the location of the HSTframe.                                                                                                        The cluster IDS, coordinates, magnitu-COSTAR) HST in order to identify globu-         clearly produces an incomplete list of                  des, and radial distances from thelar clusters in the inner regions of NGC        globulars, where extremely compact or                   nucleus are listed in Table 1. The x and y5128. The F675W filter is essentially           very loose ones are missed. However,equivalent to the Cousins R filter (Harris      based on their morphology, the candi-                                     TABLE 1.et al. 1993), and to the Washington             dates on our list can be considered bo-                 ID      x        y     T,     r CommentsT I filter (Geisler 1996). We have then         nafide globular clusters.                               1    326.3     20.6 19.43    2.1calibrated the HST frames with existing                                                                 2    150.0     35.7 18.53    2.6   G268                                                                                                        3    242.0     42.0 20.90    2.1ground based photometry in the Tlfilter         The IR Photometry                                       4    268.0     55.0 20.46    2.0for a few known globulars in this region                                                                5    174.2     59.6 20.12    2.3from Harris et al. (1992).                        The HST images are complemented                       6    228.1     77.3 18.00    2.0   G242    The typical core diameters of Galac-        here with our deep near-IR images,                      7    301.0     87.0 20.05    1.6tic globular clusters are Dc= 6 pc, with a                                                              8    180.6    102.9 18.91    2.1total range from about 1 to 20pc, as li-                                                                9    218.5    122.0 20.51    1.7sted in the most recent compilation by                                                                  10   112.1    133.2 18.55    2.4   G206Harris (1995). At a distance of 3 Mpc this                                                              11   188.8    137.1 18.50    1.8diameter translates to - 0.32 arcsec.                                                                   12   117.0    153.0 19.75    2.3                                                                                                        13    91.2    169.8 18.24    2.4   G359These sizes can be resolved thanks to                                                                                                        14   225.1    184.9 19.75    1.4the superb spatial resolution of the WF-                                                                15   235.1    188.2 17.09    1.3PC (0.1 arcseclpix), giving Dc=3 WFPC                                                                   16     8.3    189.9 19.34    3.0   G292pixels. Thus, foreground stars can be di-                                                               17   179.3    216.8 18.53    1.6stinguished from typical globular clu-                                                                  18   239.1    225.0 17.39    1.1sters in NGC 5128. At the same time,                                                                    19    11.1    234.7 18.97    2.9   GI69Galactic globular clusters are almost ro-                                                               20   257.9    238.0 20.05    0.9und, which gives an extra criterion for                                                                 21   245.5    252.0 19.38    1.0the discrimination against background                                                                   22   144.2    268.2 20.05    1.8galaxies.                                                         -                                                                  I   I   ,II   I   I   ,   ,   , I I   23   154.0    269.0 20.51    1.7                                                                  2         3                      4    24   162.0    280.0 19.62    1.7    Then, the basic procedure for iden-                                                                  FWHM (~ixels)                         25   186.8    284.1 19.17    1.5tifying globular clusters is by looking at                                                              26   231.0    285.0 20.08    1.1their sizes and ellipticities. Figure 2        Figure 2: Ellipticity vs. FWHM of all the sour-          27   161.0    294.0 20.81    1.7shows a plot of ellipticity FWHM of            ces identified in the PC4 chip down to R =                                                                                                        28   153.6    319.7 19.34    1.8sources in the PC4 frame, where three          21 mag. The loci of the globular clusters                                                                                                        29   291 .O    97.0 21.91    1.6                                               G206, G268 and G359 (Harris et al. 1992) areknown globular clusters (members of            indicated (filled squares). The region used to           20   368.0    101.0 20.74    1.4NGC 5128 from their radial velocities)         select potential globular clusters in all the            31   368.0    107.5 21.83    1.4are identified. Note that this procedure       chips of WFPC is enclosed with the solid line.           32   212.0    322.0 20.71    1.3                                                                                                Summary and Final Remarks                                                                                                    We have identified globular clusters                                                                                                in the inner regions of NGC 5128, the                                                                                                nearest known large galaxy product of a                                                                                                merger. The clusters are selected on the                                                                                                basis of their structural parameters (ob-                                                                                                sewed core diameters and ellipticities),                                                                                                as measured from deep WFPC HST                                                                                                images. These identifications are confir-                                                                                                med by IR photometry obtained with                                                                                                IRAC2B at the ESO 2.2-m telescope.                                                                                                    This new sample of clusters, deep in-                                                                                                to the core of NGC 5128, represents a                                                                                                basis for the measurement of the di-                                                                                                stance to NGC 5128. for the determina-                                                                                                tion of the metal~icit~.~radient in the glo-                                                                                                bular cluster system, and for the study                                                                                                of the history of cluster formation in such                                                                                                a recent merger event.                                                                                                   Acknowledgements: This work is de-                                                                                                dicated to the memory of Jose Luis S b -                                                                                                sic. M. V. Alonso acknowledges support                                                                                                from the ESO Visitor's Program.
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    In a long term project, we are investi-     800pm, they cannot be done from the            cules and helium atoms. The lowest ra-gating in various types of galaxies two         ground. The important point is that bet-       diative transition from rotational levelfundamental quantities: the gas content         ween 12 p m and 1300 p m radiation by         J = l down to J=O has a wavelength ofMg,, and the luminosity LIR. It is the          dust is the dominant emission process.        2.6mm, the next higher from J = 2 to J = 1main result of this study that the stage of         The gas content of a galaxy consists       is at 1.3mm; the lines are simply deno-activity can be well described by the ra-       of two major components. In one, hy-          ted by (1-0) or (2-1). It takes a density oftio LIR/Mgas,  i.e. by the efficiency of pro-   drogen is atomic (HI) and can be detec-       a few hundred particles per cm3to ther-ducing luminosity out of a given gas re-        ted by its hyperfine transition at 21cm; in    malize the J = l level, i.e. to populate itservoir.                                        the other, it is molecular (Hz) and can       close to the value of thermal equilibrium                                                usually not be seen directly. To detect a     at the given kinetic gas temperature. ForIntroduction                                    cloud of molecular hydrogen, one has to       the J = 2 level, the required density is an                                                observe a tracer whose emission must,         order of magnitude higher.    Most galaxies maintain their lumino-        of course, be sufficiently strong. In prac-       Suppose that we direct our telescopesity by the formation of stars - a process      tice, this may either be dust, which is       towards the core of a galactic cloud.that normally proceeds rather quietly, for      well mixed with gas independent of            The density there is usually high and theexample, throughout the galactic disk in        whether hydrogen is atomic or molecu-         J = 1 and J = 2 level are both thermalized.case of the Milky Way, but which can al-        lar, or carbon monoxide, a robust and         Consequently, the (1-0) and (2-1) linesso appear as an explosive event, as in          easily excitable molecule. Models for         of CO have the same antenna tempera-the center of an active galaxy, like M82.       the chemical composition of the inter-        ture (this is a radio astronomical unit forA few exotic objects, radio galaxies and        stellar medium predict that CO is rough-      intensity and is measured in K). Quitequasars, possess an additional source           ly coextensive with Hz.As far as the spa-     contrary to this, in a CO observation of aof energy, probably an accreting black          tial distribution in a galaxy is concerned,   galaxy we see not only cloud cores, buthole. Both star formation and black ho-         the rule of thumb says that atomic gas        all gas, also the diffuse cloud envelopes,les are fueled by the interstellar gas, and     (HI) prevails in the outer regions, whe-      and the (2-1) line may well be less exci-about ten years ago it was suggested            reas molecular gas (Hz) is concentrated       ted than (1-0) and thus weaker.that the ratio luminosity over gas mass,        towards its center. In the Milky Way, the         When we integrate the intensity in theL/Mga, is linked to activity. For the Milky     total masses of HI and Hz are about           line over the full velocity range, this isWay, a "normal" galaxy, this number is          equal, each -3 l o g Ma.                      graphically just the area under the line,about 5, whereas significantly higher va-                                                     and multiply by the square of the di-lues are observed in active systems. In         Dust emission                                 stance to the source, we obtain a quan-order to put the proposition, that L/M,,                                                      tity called CO luminosity, Lco It has be-is an indicator of activity, on a firm               Interstellar dust follows Kirchhoff's    en verified empirically to be proportionalfooting one has to reliably determine the       law so that at any wavelength the emis-       to the gas mass, at least, roughly:two fundamental quantities L and Mgas           sion coefficient K~ equals the absorptionin various types of galaxies.                   coefficient times the Planck function                                                Bx(Td)taken at the dust temperature. TdLuminosity and Gas Mass                         Now in the far IR, the dust absorption           The justification for this relation is a                                                coefficient falls quickly with wavelength,    bit obscure and it is an important pro-    A galaxy radiates not only in the opti-     approximately ~~ot X-2 SO that for            blem to find experimentally the factor,cal region, but over the entire electroma-      A > 50 p m practically all interstellar       which has a different value for the (1-0)gnetic spectrum, from X-rays to radio           clouds become optically thin. Conse-          and (2-1) transition, and check whetherwaves. During the last two decades it           quently, the far IR flux S, observed from     indeed it is constant. In essence, whenbecame clear that many output a large           a galaxy at distance D is directly propor-    we use the CO luminosity for estimatingfraction of their total luminosity in the in-   tional to the dust mass Md and related to     the gas mass, we are dealing with a dy-frared part of the spectrum. This is due        it through                                    namical method. Measuring a CO line ofto the fact that the stellar radiation is ab-                                                 a single molecular cloud, Eq.(2) holdssorbed by interstellar dust and re-emit-                                                      when the cloud is in virial equilibrium, soted at longer wavelengths. Even for the                                                       that the line width is determined by theMilky Way, this fraction is one third and                                                     cloud mass, and the line temperaturein some galaxies it exceeds 90%. Let us                                                       does not deviate much from a mean va-define the IR luminosity as the energy             In the Milky Way, the amount of gas is     lue. On the other hand, when we look atemitted per unit time between 12pm              about 150 times larger than of dust. Ad-      a galaxy, where we have many clouds inand 1300pm= 1.3mm. The limits are               opting this dust-to-gas mass ratio for        the telescope beam, the observed line issomewhat arbitrary: The lower bound             other galaxies, one can infer from the        a linear superposition of many lines,comes from the infrared satellite IRAS,         above equation the total mass of inter-       each arising from one individual cloud.which twelve years ago conducted an             stellar matter, for convenience simply        Therefore Eq.(2) stays in force, althoughall-sky survey in four filters at 12, 25, 60    called the gas mass Mga,.                     the width of the line, now typicallyand 100pm, and the upper bound of                                                             200km s-1, is determined by the rotatio-1300 p m marks a convenient observing           Emission from CO                              nal velocity of the galaxy and thus by theband. Measurements at other wave-                                                             mass of the stars, and not the gas. Inlengths are rare because, but for a few            Rotational levels of CO are mostly ex-     the inner regions of galaxies, where hy-atmospheric windows around 400 and              cited in collisions with hydrogen mole-       drogen appears only in molecular form,we can thus measure the total gas mass         of Markarian et al. (1989), provided their    LllMgas=92 t 53, which is about 20 ti-after Eq.(2).                                  100pm flux density is larger than 9Jy;        mes higher than for normal spirals.                                               this gave a sample of 49 active galaxies.     The gas masses in this sample areObservations                                   The radio-quiet quasars were taken            in the range 5.107%Mgas%8.1010Mo                                               from Neugebauer et al. (1986); all objec-     and      for    the    IR     luminosities    The bulk of dust in a galaxy is at rat-    ts with observations at 3 or 4 IRAS           5.1095LIR53.10'2Lo.her low temperatures (20.. .40K) and           bands were selected, which amounted               7.3 Quasars - Quasars certainly be-the spectral energy distribution has its       to a sample of 29 quasars.                    long to the most active objects in themaximum typically between 100 and                 Because of the relative faintness of       universe. Most of them are radio-quiet.200 pm. Nevertheless, experience has           the objects, we have not yet investi-         The energy distributions of these objec-shown that, when all technical aspects         gated all of them in detail. Nevertheless,    ts resemble those of active galaxies. Forlike telescopes, receivers or atmosphe-        we already now have a statistically mea-      a long time they were interpreted asric transparency are included, a wave-         ningful number of galaxies, where we          originating from (non-thermal) syn-length of 1300 p m is best suited for ob-      have data on the 1.3 mm dust emission         chrotron radiation. During the last fewserving dust in galaxies.                      and the CO (2-1) and (1-0) lines. As we       years, however, it turned out that the    The observations, we are talking ab-       have used different telescopes, we can        FIR/mm emission is also due to dustout here, have been conducted at the           also compare dust and CO observations         heated to about 40 K. Therefore, one canSEST, the JCMT and the IRAM 30m te-            made with identical beam sizes.               use again the 1.3mm dust emission tolescope. For the measurement of the                                                          determine the gas content in these ob-dust emission, we used 3He cooled bo-          Results                                       jects. We found that the gas mass in ra-lometers operating at 450, 800, and                                                          dio-quiet quasars is comparable to that1300pm. The observing technique is                 In the following, we list some results    in active galaxies, but the ratio LIRIMgasidentical to that at near IR wavelengths,      from our comparative study. Tedious as        is larger, approximately 550.i.e. one performs differential ON-OFF          observational work is, they have beenmeasurements in order to suppress at-          presented in a dozen papers spread            Discussionmospheric fluctuations. A crucial aspect       over almost ten years. For those inte-of these observations is the determina-        rested, details and further references            We want to discuss two aspects oftion of the atmospheric transmission           may be found in Chini et al. (1995 a,b).      our study. One concerns the accuracywhich, especially at submm wavelengt-              7.1 Normal Spirals - The spatial dis-     and reliability of gas mass determinati-hs, is severely reduced by the water va-       tribution of dust was investigated by         ons, the other the stage of activity ofpor of the atmosphere. For this purpose,       mapping the galaxies at different             normal spirals, Mkn galaxies and quas-one measures the emission of the sky           mm/submm wavelengths. It turned out           ars.(which does not only absorb, but also          that the distribution of dust is compara-         8.1 Mass Determinations - The me-emits) at different elevations. The fluxes     ble to the optical extent of the sources.     thods for determining the gas mass, de-were calibrated on the planets Mars and        By contrast, the CO emission is much          scribed in Section 3 and 4, are not total-Uranus. To account for the extent of the       more concentrated towards the central         ly on safe ground, particularly when ap-objects, we observed at several (up to         region (r 5 2.5kpc). Analyzing the spec-      plied to external galaxies. We have indi-seven) positions in the galaxy. At the         tral energy distribution between 12 and       cated the uncertainties with respect toSEST, the diffraction limited beam size        1300 pm, we find that the region from         the CO luminosity; for the interpretationat 1.3 mm is 24". The beam separation          100 to 1300 p m is dominated by cold          of dust emission, the weak point lies inwas fixed at 70"; this ensured that the        dust of Td= 15 1 5 K which contains the       the poor knowledge of the mass ab-OFF beam was free of contamination             bulk of mass. At shorter wavelengths,         sorption coefficient K1300.TO estimatefrom emission from the outer parts of the      dust of higher temperatures (Td 2 50 K)       the errors of the two methods, we com-galaxies. Typical integration times were       is required, but its contribution to the      pare the resulting gas masses. We do30 minutes per position.                       total dust mass is negligible.                this by plotting in Fig.1 the ratio of two    In addition, we also observed the lo-          Using Eq.(l) to convert the 1.3 mm        purely observational quantities: CO lu-wer rotational transitions of 12CO at 1.3      dust emission into a gas mass, and inte-      minosity Lco and 1300pm-luminosityand 2.6mm. Here we could use highly            grating the energy distribution from 12       L1300= S1300D2. We can write this ratiosensitive, low noise SIS receivers availa-     to 1300pm to derive the IR luminosity,        in the following wayble at the SEST and at the IRAM 30m te-        we find a ratio LIR/Mgas= 5 +. 2. Our gala-lescope. Integration times for a single        xies range in gas mass from 2.109 to           L1300 -   Mdust                                                                                                              'p'K1300'B1300~d) (3)spectrum ranged from one to three              6 . 101OMo and in IR luminosity from            Lco      M(H2)hours.                                         6.109t03.10~'L~.                                                   7.2 Active Galaxies -Whereas in nor-      i.e. as the product of the dust-to-gas ra-The Samples                                    mal galaxies star formation and thus the      tio , the conversion factor p in Eq.(2),the                                               luminosity are spread across the disc,        absorption coefficient K1300 per gram of   From the compilation of Cataloged           activity is a property of the nucleus. The-   dust, and the Planck function. The dustGalaxies and Quasars Observed in the           refore, the spatial distribution of dust in   temperature Td is determined indepen-IRAS Survey (Fullmer & Lonsdale 1989)          Markarian galaxies is - by contrast with      dently by submm and IRAS observa-we selected samples of normal spirals,         normal spirals - strongly peaked to-          tions. The data of Fig.1 refer to a subsetactive galaxies and radio-quiet quasars        wards the nucleus; the same holds for         of normal spirals where we have obser-with the goal to determine their gas con-      the CO emission. Also the spectral ener-      ved the central dust emission and thetent Mgasand their IR luminosity LIR.          gy distribution is different in the sense     CO (2-1) line with the same beam.Normal spirals had to fulfill the condition    that a single dust component of 33 +- 5 K         The scatter in Fig.1 is surprisinglythat their flux density at 100 p m is larger   is sufficient to describe the data bet-       small and might even be entirely attribu-than lOJy and their optical diameter,          ween 60 and 1300 pm. At shorter wave-         ted to observational errors consideringDZ5,smaller than 180"; in this way, we         lengths, dust hotter than 100K is             the uncertainties of about 20% associa-obtained 138 normal galaxies. Active           responsible for the emission. Apply-          ted with the dust and CO observations.galaxies were picked from the catalogs         ing Eq.(l) again yields a ratio               Fig.1 therefore implies first that, provi-ded we can calibrate the conversion of          Active galaxies produce 20 times more             when all gas has been used up. It is aL1300and Lco into gas mass, both me-            luminosity out of the same reservoir of           time limited phenomenon that occursthods give the same result and should           gas. The various U M ratios reflect the           once or repeatedly in the nuclei of nor-therefore be quite accurate. Second, the        vehemence of this process, extending              mal galaxies.fundamental quantities R, P and K - or at       from quiet star formation in galactic di-             Most of their lifetime galaxies are lo-least their product times the Planck fun-       scs over explosive star bursts in galactic        cated in the "non-active strip" of Fig.2,      -ction do not vary much from one ga-             nuclei to quasars at the upper end of this        while occasionally they are excited tolaxy to another. The last point becomes         sequence.                                         activity. The question arises what cau-even more interesting when we realize              The high ratio LIR/Mgas in Mkn gala-           ses the transition from the quiet to thethat K1300 is probably more or less con-        xies may be explained within the frame-           active phase. It has become clear thatstant because of the common origin of           work of star formation by a combination           interaction and merging of galaxies anddust (old stars, supernovae) and the in-        of two effects. Either the star formation         the subsequent transfer of gas into thesensitivity to grain size at this wave-         rate is enhanced compared to normal               nucleus plays an important role. Thelength.                                         galaxies, i.e. more gas is transformed            precise triggering mechanism is still de-                                                annually into stars (in the Milky Way             bated. Our model computations show                                                5Mo yr-I), or the initial mass function           that under most conditions a gas-rich                                                (IMF) is biased towards massive stars of          nucleus is intrinsically unstable towards                                                high luminosity. (The IMF describes the           star formation and a series of bursts (not                                                relation between the number of stars              just one) seems inevitable (Tutukov &                                                formed simultaneously in a certain volu-          Krugel 1995). They are based on the                                                me and their mass.)                               idea that the gas in the nucleus is sup-                                                   Undoubtedly, the star formation rate           ported against collapse by turbulent                                                is high in active galaxies. To produce a          motions. As the turbulent energy is dis-                                                steady luminosity of 101OLo with a nor-           sipated, the gas contracts and above                                                mal IMF, one needs to convert l M o of            some critical gas density star formation                                                gas per year into stars. Therefore, activi-       occurs. The following supernova explo-                                                ty has to end after at most l o 8 years           sions can replenish the turbulent energy                                                                                                  so that the gas expands again. This cy-                                                                                                  cle is repeated. If, for some reason, the                                                                                                  turbulent energy of the gas is not suffi-                                                                                                  ciently replenished by supernova explo-Figure 1: The CO (2-1) luminosity Leo vs. the            -                                        sions, gravity will pull the gas inwardsluminosity at 1300p,rn L1300for a sample of       , 12                                                  4      -                                        and a catastrophic collapse towards anon-active spirals observed at SEST               U      .                                                                                                  supermassive object ensues. This idea                                                  X                                                  *      -                                                                                                  links star formation in galactic nuclei to    8.2 The Stage of Activity - In Fig.2 we                                                       quasars.summarize the results concerning theratio LIR/Mgas for three classes of objec-ts. We see that the luminosity itself is not                                                      Referencesan indicator of activity. For example, atluminosities from 10'1 to 1O1*Lo, an ex-                                                          Chini    R.,    Krugel    E.,   Lemke,    R.,tragalactic object may be a normal or an                                                            Ward-Thompson, D.: 1995a, A & A 295,active galaxy or even a quasar. Put diffe-                                                          317.                                                         7        8      9        10      11      Chini R., Kriigel E., Lemke, R.: 1995b,rently, out of a given gas mass one can                          log M,[dustl   [MOI                A&A Supp. (in press).produce significantly diverging luminosi-                                                Figure 2 : IR luminosity LIR vs. the gas mass     Tutukov A.V., Krugel E.: 1995, A & A 299,25.ties. It is the efficiency of converting                                                          Markarian B.E., Lipovetskii V.A., Stepa-                                                Mg,, for non-active spirals (a), active Mkn ga-gas into luminosity, i.e. the quantity                                                               nian J.A., Erastova L.K., Shapovalova A.I.:                                                /axles     and radio-quiet quasars (*). TheLIR/Mgas, that determines the level of ac-      straight lines represent the loci of equal           1989, Soobsch. Spets. Astrof. Obs. 62, 5.tivity. Non-active galaxies are characte-       LIR/Mgaswith average values of 5 (normal),        Neugebauer G., Miley G.K., Soifer B.T.,rized by rather low values, of order 5.         100 (actwe) and 550 (QSO), in solar units.          Clegg P.E.: 1986, ApJ 308, 81 5.

Discovery of the first extra-galactic SiO maser,
and the quest for moreJacco Th. van Loon1,Albert A. Zijlstral, Lars-AAke Nyman2and Valentin BujarrabaP
'ESO, Garching; 'ESOILa Silla, 30ANISpain
   Red Supergiants (RSG) and stars at           the cool and dense circumstellar envel-           bined with collisional coupling betweenthe tip of the Asymptotic Giant Branch          ope (CE) allow dust to form: these stars          the dust and the gas drives the expelled(AGB) experience phases of heavy mass           may even be the main contributors of              matter away from the star.loss, which can reach values as high as         dust to the interstellar medium. Radia-              The inner part of the CE is free of10-"Mo/yr. The physical conditions in           tion pressure on the dust grains com-             dust. How the matter is transferred fromthe stellar photosphere to the dusty part      SiO maser emission is known to be hig-          SiO maser emitters are the RSGs, andof the CE is not understood. The inner         hly variable in both intensity and veloci-      amongst the dwarf companions they areCE of cool evolved stars can best be           ty line profile, we cannot conclude             only present in the Magellanic Clouds.studied through molecular lines. The           whether SiO maser emission from cool            There are more than a dozen RSGsmost often used lines are the 43 GHz           evolved stars in the LMC is different           known in the LMC, which means that itand 86 GHz masing transitions of SiO:          from that from similar Milky Way stars. A       is in principle possible to do a com-SiO is highly depleted in the dusty regi-      systematic difference would not be un-          parison of the SiO maser emission fromons but abundant closer to the star.           expected given the low metallicity of the       those LMC RSGs and Milky Way RSGs.From the observed SiO maser emission           LMC.                                            Taking the SiO maser emission fromone can in principle derive the (variable)                                                     PSC04553-6825 as typical for LMCvelocity structure of the inner CE.                                                            RSGs would mean that with a dozen    Until recently, SiO maser emission                                                         stars and a full day of observing time perhad only been observed from stars in the                                                       star it is possible to do a survey of SiOMilky Way. Here we report the first extra-                                                     maser emission from cool evolved starsgalactic detection: this opens the way to                                                      in the LMC that is sufficiently sensitivestudy the influence of metallicity on the                                                      that non-detections bear flux upperstructure of the inner CE.                                                                     limits that are lower than the average    In May 1995, new, more sensitive                                                           flux levels of detected Milky Way RSGs.receivers were installed at the 15 m                                                           This type of investigation will take on theSwedish-ESO Sub-millimeter Telescope                                                           order of two weeks observing time.(SEST) at La Silla, greatly increasing its                                                         Extending such a study to AGB starssensitivity. Shortly after the installation,                                                   is more difficult. Average levels of detec-we performed a search for SiO J=2-1                                                            tion for Milky Way AGB stars are suchv= 1 maser emission at 86 GHz by poin-                                                         that we would expect to detect only theted observations aimed at a few cool                                                           brightest SiO maser emitters amongst evolved stars in the LMC that were                                                            h                                                                                               tm                                                                                                ;       at the distance of the Magellanic expected to be good candidates for                                                            Clouds. Although such detections detection. As a first result we detected                                                      would yield important data for the study SiO maser emission from the best can-                                                         of individual stars, it would be difficult to didate amongst them, viz. the RSG                                                              use the non-detections for a compari- PSC04553-6825. This star has thereby                                                          son study. become the first known extra-galactic                                                              In the near(?) future the study of the SiO maser.                                                                                    SiO maser emission from extra-galactic    The performance of the new 3 mm                                                            AGB stars could become easier. With SIS receiver in combination with good                                                         the advent of millimeter arrays in the be- atmospheric conditions resulted in a sy-                                                       ginning of the next century the contrast stem temperature at 86 GHz of TsYs-                                                            between point source and sky will im- 120 K for elevations above 40°, and ab-                                                        prove considerably, as well as the out 150 K at an elevation of 20". After an                                                     collecting area of the telescope. This will on-source integration time of nearly 10                                                        certainly yield a major breakthrough in hours, corresponding to a total obser-                                                         the search for SiO masers in the Magel- ving time of 26 hours we reached noise                                                         lanic Clouds and perhaps some of the level of 63 mJy. We detected a feature at                                                      other dwarf companions of the Milky the expected wavelength, with a peak                                                           Way as well. It will then become possible flux of 280 mJy. The line was resolved in                                                      to perform a statistical study of the pro- velocity: the integrated emission profile                                                      perties of the SiO masers under different reached a significance of 7 sigma (Fig.                                                        environmental conditions, to determine 1).                                                                                            the metallicity dependence of the pro-     The SiO maser emission intensity                                                           cesses that take place in the inner CEs from PSC04553-6825 is compatible                                                               of cool evolved stars. with the observed ranges in SiO maser         Figure 1 : (a) High resolution (HRS) spectrum        Another possibility would be to emission intensities from Milky Way           around the SiO(2- I),= 1 maser emission from     use the SiO J= 1-0 v = l maser line at RSGs. Compared to these, the total            PSC04553-6825. The velocities are heliocen-      43 GHz which can be stronger by a photon flux (assuming spherical syme-         tric, and horizontal dotted lines are given per  factor of a few (sometimes even more                                               1 ~ (a =l 63mJy). (b) Expanded section of the    than an order of magnitude) compared try) is low but not extremely so. Some        original HRS spectrum around the maser stellar properties (notably the long          peak. (c) The HRS spectrum smoothed by                                                                                                to the 86GHz maser line. The relative pulsation period of 930 days and the          averaging over 15 channels (= 2.25km s ').       strength of the 43Ghz versus the large volume of the inner CE) of              Now 1 a = 29mJy                                  86GHz line depends on the mass-loss  PSC04553-6825 led to the expectation                                                           rate and is an important additional para- that the SiO maser in PSC04553-6825                                                             meter. At the moment. In the southern could be as bright as the most luminous            Now that the observational capabili- hemisphere only Parkes offers an (old) SiO masers in the Milky Way, but other        ties have improved so much, we can rai- 43 GHz receiver. If such a receiver were stellar properties (a low pulsation ampli-    se the question whether it has become available on the SEST, of comparable tude) are more compatible with the            feasible to perform a comparison study quality to the presently available recei- observed moderate total photon flux           of the SiO maser properties of cool evol- vers, together with the very good quality emitted by the SiO maser in                   ved stars in and out of the Milky Way. It of the mirror shape and the La Silla site  PSC04553-6825. From our first obser-          is clear that such a study would have to it would improve the SEST further as a vations of a very limited sample of stars      be limited to the nearby dwarf com- unique facility for extra-galactic SiO with one detection, and considering that       panions of the Milky Way. The brightest maser research.   -          --                   OTHER ASTRONOMICAL NEWS

The ESO Web at 21 Months
FlONN MURTAGH, ST-ECFSome Current Trends                                  Web browsers, sewers and accom-             operating manuals, mostly in hard-copy,                                                  panying tool-kits are still very often free-   and not always up to date; (c) articles in   "A topic which seems to be of interest         ly and publicly available, which has no        the Messenger; (d) personal contact offor astronomy - and we should be co-              doubt helped to advance the area. A            course; and (e) the Web. The latter hasgnizant of it - is the World-Wide Web. It         useful review of what we can expect in         recently seen major new areas createdis based on hypertext which has been              the near future (e.g. the features to be       for the NlT, and Optical Detectors.actively discussed for years1." "Agreed -         supported by version 3.0 of the HTML              The basis for this work on informationeven though is it clearly not as important        language, or current directions in regard      dissemination4 has one considerableas Gopher or WAIS."                               to security) can be found in the July          advantage: the target environment is   Thus ran part of a conversation du-            1995 issue of Byte magazine. It was            identified. The Web offers too many ad-ring the preparation of a volume on               mentioned above how WAIS, among                vantages, especially in a scientific envi-astronomical information retrieval2in Ju-         other mechanisms, was more widely              ronment, to allow for any realistic alter-ly 1992. An overview of WWW was ob-               used in mid to late 1992. It is interesting    native. It is also now seen as the primarytained, although the likelihood of the            to speculate that WAIS is an inherently        information distribution mechanism forsubsequent take-off of this information           more marketable and commercializable           internal as well as external communica-distribution mechanism was not appa-              product.                                       tion, not least because of its multi-plat-rent at that time. Certainly, other net-                                                         form ~ u p p o r t . ~work-based systems such as Gopher                                                                   However, the detailed planning of the                                                  Phases of Evolutionhad a far higher profile. Then in mid-                                                           development of this information sy-1993, NCSA's Mosaic browser came                      WWW is a means of communication.           stems environment requires substantial-along, which altered the balance of for-          Different phases become more popular,          ly more thought. This is due to a well-ces between these information resource            more quickly. It is rather like any other      known fact: it is very simple to set up in-access mechanisms. In the summer of               communication mechanism, when first            formation on the Web, but it can be very1993, the ST-ECF set up a WWW sewer.              faltering steps lead later to greater con-     difficult to ensure longer-term mainten-ESO'sWeb server was set up some time              fidence and ambitiousness. In the case         ance. Long-term support of ESO's in-later, following a meeting in February            of ESO, the following rough stages can         strumentation information requires a sy-1994.                                             be distinguished.                              stems approach. A plan for integrating,    A lot has changed since then. Now,                                                           developing and maintaining this infor-someone accesses the ESO Web once                 Phase 1: External information.                 mation system is currently being draf-every 12 seconds on average through-                 Although touted as a new market-            ted.out the 24 hours of the day (November             place, so far the Web has remained in             The most important activities in mid-1995 figure). Accesses have approxima-            large measure a very large number of           1995 in regard to the ESO Web were intely doubled from June 1995. This does            shop-windows. Its multimedia support           the area of telescope, instrumentationnot include the Archive, ST-ECF, or La            has allowed it to excel at presentation of     and detector information. The results ofSilla Web servers which contribute nu-            organisations and groups. Public relati-       this work are now to hand.merous additional accesses. The rate of           ons information, details of meetings andincrease of ESO Web usage is at the               conferences, established observing             Phases 3 and 4: Electronic publishing;time of writing around 400% per year              schedules, archive and database ac-            and Interactive data analysis.(in terms of accesses/hour).                      cess mechanisms, visitor and weather               The effectiveness of the Web,    Users of ESO's Web are European to            information - these have been extensi-         through a personal home area or other-the tune of around 85%. The most nu-              vely and continuously used. A big upg-         wise, for providing an overview of a re-merous users are local (eso.org) - about          rade of the La Silla Web area was re-          search field, with preprints and informa-16% - and German (.de addresses) -                cently carried out (and the Garching ser-      tion on publications, is quite remarkable.currently around 12%.                             ver is continually undergoing shifts of        It is surprising that this communication    Users have become more sophistica-            orientation and layout).                       resource is not used more at present. Inted: a count3of the number of different                                                          some cases - when properly plannedbrowsers used in accessing ESO yiel-              Phase 2: Internal information.                 and executed of course - Web-deliveredded 49. Versions of Netscape and Mo-                 Here we are mainly interested in the        preprints attract a greater readershipsaic were in the clear majority, roughly          organisation's openly-accessible infor-        than the eventual publication. Such ansharing the spoils in the ratio of 2:l.           mation, relating to the organisations's        opportunity is all the more attractive in-                                                  products and major activities - in our         sofar as these are complementary and                                                  case, the provision of observing services.     mutually-supporting ways of getting the                                                  The open information product in this           message across.    'E.g. Adorf, 1989.                                                                               Regarding interactive data analysis,   2Heckand Murtagh, 1993.                        case is accurate and comprehensive   %. Pirenne, figure based on Archive accesses   instrumentation description and news.          the Web has been somewhat passive tousing WDB in mid-July 1995.                          Instrumentation information is availa-      date, but new browsers will make it con-   'See McGrath et al., 1994.                                                                    siderably more interactive. The possibili-   %arton and Wedekind, 1995, describe develop-   ble to the user in the following ways: (a)ments at the UN.                                  ESO's call for proposals booklet; (b)          ties for interaction with data using theHotJava browser, among others, offer          References                                        Information Retrieval: The Case ofnew prospects and challenges for the                                                            Astronomy and Related Space Sciences,                                                                                                Kluwer Academic Publishers, Dordrecht,communication of ideas. Various projec-       H , - M , Adorf,           and hypermedia                                                                                                 1993.ts are quite            which will all0w         systems", Space lnformation Systems          G.M. McGrath, C.N.G. Dampney andimage processing, symbolic mathemati-            Newsletter No, I, 7-14, 1989.                  E. More, "Planning for information systemscal manipulation, and other data treat-       J, Barton and L. Wedekind, IAEA Bulle-            integration: some key challenges", Journalments to be dealt with purely in the Web         tin, " 0 1 . 3 7 ,no. 3,44-47, 1995.           of Information Science, 20, 149 -1 60,environment.                                  A. Heck and F. Murtagh, Eds., Intelligent          1994.

The ESO STC in Times of Change
J. ANDERSEN, Chairman, ESO Scientific Technical CommitteeThe Role of the STC                           terms are now for three years (renewable        by certain humorous souls, but might be                                              once) rather than the previous fixed five-      too much of a cultural shock for both si-   The charge of the ESO Scientific           year terms, also in the interest of flexibi-    des ... Still, I hope the STC has been ab-Technical Committee (STC) is to advise        lity.                                           le to provide useful technical advice onthe ESO Council on ". . . policy matters of       The STC also equipped itself with a         some of the major contract decisions inlong-range scientific and technical           Vice Chairman, elected annually by the          the VLT project (see, e.g., The Messen-importance ...". It consists of 12-16         STC itself to replace the regular chair-        ger 81, 3).members appointed "... for their sci-         man as needed; Klaas de Boer, Bruno                 Finally, the STC has invited all theentific and technical eminence, with at       Marano, and Andre Blecha were elected           ESO committees and the astronomicalleast one member from each Member             in 1993-95.                                     members of Council for the discussionState ..." (plus observers from Portugal          At the meetings, the previous lengthy       in November 1995 of the long-termand Chile, pending their full STC mem-        oral status reports by the ESO staff have       plans for La Silla (see below). I hope verybership).                                     been replaced by "fact sheets" sent out         much that discussing such a long-term    Four years ago, the writer found him-     in advance (a "sheet" is a piece of paper       policy issue in this broad and represen-self appointed to this august body. And       with no more than two sides!), time at          tative forum will have been found useful.three years ago, the then Director Gene-      the meetings being devoted to two-wayral asked if I would accept a nomination      discussions. And each day starts and            Planning for the VLTto chair the STC, the extra workload          ends with a half-hour informal sessionestimated to be about two days per year.      (STC members only) where potential                  The first task for the new Director Ge-   As 1995 draws to a close under a new       problems or misunderstandings can be            neral in early 1993 was to re-establish aDirector General, a quick status shows        identified and prevented, resolutions           realistic schedule for the VLT project andthat neither ESO, the SIC, nor its chair-     drafted and/or modified, etc.                   re-structure ESO to carry out the projectman look much like we did then. One               It is not for the writer to judge whether   according to that plan. The magnitudething has remained constant, however:         efficiency has improved. But the con-           of this task was well illustrated by theChairmanship of the STC is limited to         sensus seems to be that the meetings            1994 Audit Team: While the LEP projectthree years. As my term thus comes to         have at least become rather more lively,        corresponded to three annual CERNan end, the Editor has asked me to sum-       culminating in the May 1995 meeting in          budgets, the VLT is equivalent to five an-marise my impressions of life in the STC      the magnificent Council Room at Obser-          nual ESO budgets. As the correspon-for the readers of The Messenger.             vatoire de Paris, with a subsequent visit       ding refurbishment of the ESO structure                                              to REOSC and a first live glimpse of the        proceeded, part of the task of conti-The STC's Modus Operandi                      8.2-m VLT primary mirrors.                      nuing the long-term scientific planning                                                                                              fell, appropriately, to the STC.   As I joined the STC, veteran members       Contact to other ESO Bodies                         The previous concept of having thediscreetly aired a certain frustration that                                                   four VLT telescopes in place almost si-meetings were somewhat formal affairs             The STC's direct reference is to the        multaneously, complete with instru-and the communication mostly one-             Council, and the STC chairman is invited        ments, avoided the need to discuss pri-way. Not known for letting tact get in the    to attend its meetings. During my term,         orities. With the new schedule, this wasway of change - and with the active en-       Council has expanded the scope of the           no longer possible. Hence, the STC ap-couragement and support of the new            debates at which the STC chairman is            pointed a Working Group on ScientificESO Management - I have tried to mo-          present to include matters of such direct       Priorities for the VLT Observatory, ablydify certain aspects of the STC's wor-        scientific impact as, e.g., the future of       chaired by Dr. L. Vigroux, to reconsiderking modes and style.                         ESO in Chile. I am glad to convey the           the most urgent science to be done with   First, new Terms of Reference have         STC's appreciation of this sign of Coun-        the VLT.been approved by Council, which clarify       cil's confidence in its main advisory               One of their initiatives was the first ofthe role of the STC as dealing with ge-       committee.                                      what is now a series of ESO Workshops,neral policy matters, as a two-way infor-         In order to improve coordination with       ,,Science with the VLT". Their report, is-mation channel between ESO and its            the UC and minimise the work of the             sued on that background, was unani-community, and also the relative roles of     ESO staff in preparing the meetings, the        mously endorsed by the STC. The STC -the STC and the Users Committee (UC).         UC Chairman now has a standing invita-          indeed all of us - owe Dr. Vigroux andThe STC can now have 12-16 members,           tion to attend the STC meetings. Similar        colleagues our cordial thanks for theirso new ESO members or scientific fields       mutual invitations between the STC and          efforts and dedication in placing the VLTcan be quickly accommodated. And              the Finance Committee were suggested            planning on a firm scientific basis.Planning for VLT Instrumentation              regardless of cost and - yes, sorry -          ty of ESO as a whole, given the financial                                              quality of the science.                        constraints and the need to concentrate   With a VLT construction period exten-          In actual fact, those instruments able     on keeping ESO's top-rank instrumentsding beyond the year 2000, it was clear       to prove their worth are happily conti-        competitive. Identifying the facilities thatthat the instrumentation plans defined in     nuing operation, if perhaps under diffe-       must survive will involve choices that will1988-89 needed review and updating.           rent boundary conditions, while others         be felt as unpleasant by many.The Vigroux committee addressed also          are making way for new, more exciting             Yet, at a time when the price of thethis question as a corollary of their high-   science (see, e.g., The Messenger 81,          VLT has gone up, however modestlylevel review. As a result, certain adjust-    p. 10).                                        compared to e.g. typical space projects,ments of the existing plans were made,            One, to me, unexpected result of this      and the demands on those who fund usand new instruments for an ambitious          first planning exercise was the extent to      are multiplying, it will be deadly to ourpush at the frontiers of modern cosmo-        which the actual cost of running La Silla      credibility if we cannot decide which oflogy are now under active study by se-        was independent of the scientific facili-      our wishes are more or less important.veral groups.                                 ties actually offered. This meant that ef-     Decisions will be taken whether we like   As part of this move, the STC was          forts by management to contain costs           them or not; if we want to be able to gui-gratified by ESO's decision to launch an      were less dependent on the details of          de them, there is homework to be done,aggressive programme in the field of op-      the scientific planning than on the orga-      also by the astronomers.tical detectors, with the prospect of ESO     nizational setup, a useful lesson for thebecoming a leader in the field within a       following exercise.                            Epilogueshort time.                                              Planning for La Silla (11)                        These three years on the STC, at thePlanning for La Silla (I)                                                                    interface between colleagues keen to                                                 While the first review of La Silla ope-     pursue front-line science and beleague-    Already in late 1992, it had become       rations was mostly in the nature of ur-        red administrators forced to keep costsclear that the ESO staff was overcom-         gent firefighting, thought also needs to       under control, have been a fascinatingmitted with the multitude of tasks at         be given to the long-term role of La Silla     and busy time.hand, and that a review of scientific pri-    in the VLT era. The Working Group set             Becoming a bit philosophical at theorities for La Silla operations was need-     up for this task, and the rationale for its    end is probably a sign of old age. But Ied. A Working Group was appointed to          work, have been described in these pa-         have come to regard committee chair-this task and issued a set of recommen-       ges (The Messenger 78,3, and 80,4). At         men as disposable commodities,dations that were later approved by the       the time of writing, its recommendations       perhaps a bit similar to paper towels:STC and Council (see The Messenger            are being finalised for joint review by the    One serves for a while, picks up some of74, 29) and are now being implemented.        ESO committees as noted above.                 the dirt, hopefully leaves a clean slate, is    These recommendations have been               One aspect of this planning for the fu-    replaced by a fresh one, and life goesseen by some as discriminating blindly        ture was to identify the needs for new         on.against small telescopes. This is a mi-       powerful instruments for La Silla. E.g.,          In conclusion, I wish to offer mysunderstanding: Much valid science can        an ambitious near-infrared imager and          thanks to all colleagues on the staff,be done with small telescopes, hopeful-       spectrometer (SOFI) to go on the NTT           Council, and committees of ESO forly including some perpetrated by the          after the ,,Big Bang" has already been         their excellent cooperation under some-present writer. But it does not necessa-      approved. Another aspect, however, is          times difficult conditions, and for bear-rily follow that any instrument of any si-    to rank the facilities in order of impor-      ing with my initial inexperience - and oc-ze and age must continue to run forever,      tance for the future scientific productivi-    casional impatience.

News and Views from the Users Committee
M. DENNEFELD, Chairman of the UClnstitut dlAstrophysique de Paris (IAP) and Universite Pierre et Marie Curie (Paris 6)   The structure and function of the             The Terms of Reference of the UC            but not least, the dedicated work of theUsers Committee (UC) have been defi-          state that its task is: "to advise the Di-     UC members, backed up by their com-ned as early as 1978 and are adequate-        rector General (DG) on matters pertai-         munity. As a consequence, the single,ly described in a previous article about      ning to the functioning of the La Silla ob-    annual UC meeting has now a heavythe UC by B. Marano (The Messenger,           servatory from the point of view of the        agenda, spreading over two days and55, March 1989). UC is composed of            Visiting Astronomers". The practical in-       dealing with matters ranging far beyondone representative per member country,        terpretation of this statement has, ho-        the simple "functioning" of the La Sillato which have been added recently an          wever, evolved significantly during my         observatory. This also has consequen-observer from Australia (pending Aus-         term as Chairman of the UC. This is due        ces for the working procedure.tralia's expected membership) and a           to the convergence of several facts: theChilean observer who will become a full       emergence of the VLT which drives a re-        Working Method, and Programmember as soon as the updated agree-          definition of the role of La Silla; the mul-ment between ESO and Chile has been           tiplication of instruments and telesco-           The meeting is opened, naturally, by aratified by both parties. UC is therefore a   pes which has stretched the require-           presentation of ESO's global situationgroup of people with various scientific       ments on technical staff to their limits;      and perspectives by the DG. This reportand cultural interests, and it is exciting    the financial situation which translates       sets the tone of the meeting, and pre-to see that always more countries are         into a decreased budget for La Silla; the      sents the boundaries which limit thekeen to join ESO's venture.                   energetic impetus of a new DG; and, last       possibilities to satisfy all the users' wis-hes! For instance, a recent announce-           in some CCD's, thanks to a through ana-        shadow of the VLT is growing on La Sil-ment that the La Silla budget had to be         lysis by several groups of astronomers,        la and thus the UC cannot valuably dis-reduced by about 30% was of course              particularly at the Observatoire de Liege.     cuss about telescopes and instrumentsnot received with pleasure, and gave to         The problem, due to some type of con-          in La Silla without taking into accountthe UC the opportunity to express its           trollers, has been solved by now and a         the perspectives (and needs) opened byunanimous opinion that the La Silla ob-         partial account published (Schwarz and         the VLT. An update on VLT and VLT in-serving facilities should be the last place     Abbott, The Messenger, 71, 1993). But          strumentation developments is therefo-to make cuts, at least until the VLT is ful-    we still need to know exactly which data,      re now regularly given to the UC. Simi-ly operational. This, however, is not in-       over which period of time, were concer-        larly, the need to prepare for and discusscompatible with optimising the obser-           ned, as this obviously might affect the        the new modes of operations, necessaryving schedules, avoiding too much in-           quality of some of the scientific results.     to achieve an efficient use of the VLT, isstrument duplication and change-overs,          There is always a danger (as happened in       felt more strongly every day. The opera-keeping front-line instrumentation only         the past with the IDS) that, as time pas-      tion's plan for the VLT is still in a draftand yet still achieving some savings.           ses, one simply forgets to complete the        form, but has already led to interesting    These "higher-level" preoccupations         analysis because, of course, future data       (and lively!) discussions on the pro's andexplain why the UC cannot confine itself        will not be affected anymore. With the ra-     con's of service observing (like for Spa-to the simple functioning of existing in-       pid development of data banks, however,        ce Instrumentation) versus more tradi-struments ("care about the missing scr-         a quality flag will be mandatory on all da-    tional observing with the presence of theews", as a previous DG had put it...).          ta! On the other hand, there was the gro-      astronomer on the site. While the dis-This everyday functioning remains ho-           wing concern that the detectors available      cussion is far from being closed, an inte-wever an important item on the agenda,          at the observatory (especially for the         resting notion has already emerged: thebut is treated differently. With one an-        CCD's) were not at the level (size, read-      distinction between guaranteed resultsnual meeeting, it does not make much            out noise, read-out speed, response in         (in service mode) and guaranteed timesense to report about individual malfun-        theblue, etc..) required and that this was     (in the classical mode, without compen-ctionings which happened in some ca-            a serious limitation for the competitiven-     sation for weather losses or instrumen-ses many months before. These pro-              ess of the observatory. Such a problem is      tation failures). It is nevertheless clearblems should be solved rapidly on the           of course far reaching (much further than      that a transition period will be necessary,mountain, if the observing report has be-       the modest UC..), could also affect the        where the astronomers will have an im-en filled in adequately. Instead, while still   VLT, and required a long-term action.          portant role of evaluation, until a VLT in-checking that the problem has been sol-         Thanks to a collective effort at ESO, and      strument is fully operational, and in prin-ved, the UC members look to see if it           taking into account views from the UC,         ciple ready for service mode. As thesehas been repetitive, if it reveals an error     STC, and from a specially appointed ex-        modes of operation are fundamentallyin the procedure, or if more fundamental        ternal review panel, an energetic deve-        new for most ground based astrono-changes in the telescope or instrument          lopment program is now under way, un-          mers, the question has been raised byare required. And, to avoid unnecessary         der the responsibility of J. Beletic, which    the UC to test the VLT operation modelrepetition of the same problem by each          should bring ESO to the forefront in the       before it is implemented on the VLT di-national representative, such items are         near future.                                   rectly. Such a test will be possible on theidentified beforehand and presented                 Another subject of discussion was          NTT in the near future. As everybodyglobally. This preparation is done during       the restructuring in Chile, with the move      knows, the NTT is presently in a large re-an informal working evening, the day be-        to Santiago of part of the activities pre-     furbishing period, (including a so-calledfore the official UC meeting; this gathe-       viously taking place in La Silla. The rea-     "Big Bang" with interruption of observa-ring of UC members has proven to be             sons for this move, approved by Coun-          tions) driven both by some remainingvery useful and has now become tradi-           cil, had to do with the saturation of the      problems (repeatedly pointed out by thetional. On ESO's side, the presentations        housing facilities on the mountain, the        UC) and the need to have it really workby the various heads of departments: La         development of the Paranal site and the        as a test bench for the VLT, also from theSilla TRS (Technical support) and ASD           difficulties of managing two sites from        point of view of the active optics. This(Astronomy Department), Visiting Astro-         another place than Santiago, the need          implies replacing various pieces of elec-nomers section, Data Management Divi-           to develop better scientific links with the    tronic and computer hardware, as wellsion, Instrumentation Division, etc.. ha-       Chilean astronomical community, the            as software, to have it fully compatibleve been reduced. But the essence of the         quality of life of the ESO staff, etc.. The    with VLT. When this is done, at the endnews has been condensed into so-cal-            UC was concerned that this move could          of 1996, after the "Big Bang" (whose ti-led "fact-sheets" which prepare the             have negative consequences on the              mescale will hopefully become shortermeeting, as they are (and only if they are)     quality and quantity of the support to the     and shorter, as in reality?), several of thegenerally distributed well ahead of the         Visiting Astronomers on the mountain           VLT operational aspects will be testedmeeting. The discussion can then con-           (availability of the astronomers and en-       directly and will provide at the same timecentrate on those items which need cla-         gineers with the specialty corresponding       a very efficient way of operating the NTTrification, which are new or need long-         to the instruments in use, computing po-       itself.term action. This does not mean that            wer, size of the library, etc.. .). Assuran-       Another aspect of the benefits of thesmaller problems are supposed to solve          ces were given that no difference should       VLT program for La Silla is shown by thethemselves: the UC members always               be noticed by the Visiting Atronomers.         question of IR spectroscopy. The UCkeep an eye open (and hopefully two!),          At the moment, some reduction in off-li-       has recently strongly emphasized thatbut it is better that we spend our time         ne computing facilities is still noticeable    the development of IR astronomy overproportionally to the importance of the         on the mountain, but the move is recent        the world required a corresponding ef-item, isn't it?                                 and we are still in a transitory period        fort from ESO to remain competitive.    For instance, one of the major questi-      which should come to an end soon.              While IR imaging facilities have grown toons discussed in several recent meetings                                                       an acceptable level in recent times, IRis the quality of the detectors at La Silla.    Influence of the VLT on La Silla               spectroscopy still relies on IRSPEC: alt-The question was twofold. On one hand,                                                         hough a champion in some respects ata non-linearity problem was discovered             These few examples show that the            its time, this instrument does not com-pare favourably anymore with other sy-           ging: concentrate on the complementa-         views of the UC. The exchange of infor-stems equipped with more modern, lar-            rity between the two sets of telescopes       mation is actually favoured by the excel-ger arrays. The problem is further en-           and on the modes the VLT cannot easily        lent relations between the chairmen ofhanced by the N T T upgrade, which               achieve (long-term monitoring, wide-          both committees, but should be formali-would require, once completed, a corre-          field imaging or spectroscopy, etc.. .);      sed for the future. Part of the exchangesponding upgrade on IRSPEC to remain             reduce functional costs and working lo-       of information also has to take place atcompatible: such an effort is not judged         ad by minimizing change-overs (inclu-         national level. I found extremely useful inworthwhile for such an old instrument.           ding top-units changes); tend towards a       the past years the organisation, duringThe pressure from the UC, relayed by             specialisation of telescopes and reduce       regular meetings of our national astro-the STC and by ESO staff, has led to the         duplicate instruments; look for additio-      nomical society, of an open session de-decision to copy the near IR spectro-            nal resources by the loan of some smal-       voted to the questions relevant to ESO,imager (ISAAC) foreseen on UT1 of the            ler telescopes to interested groups for       where the users and the national repre-VLT to provide a modern, forefront IR in-        long-term programmes; (do you remem-          sentatives in the various ESO commit-strument, called SOFI, on the NTT. Fa-           ber the time (1968) when the ESO direc-       tees could give and gather the necess-vourable circumstances make it even              torate announced: "observing periods          sary information. It seems to me funda-possible to have SOFI ready before               granted may range from several weeks          mental that in the present, difficult times,ISAAC, and with some additional possi-           to several months.. ."?); but keep the        one finds the largest possible adhesionbilities! The only concern now is about          global observing possibilities by retiring    to the decisions which have to be made.the transition period, between the over-         an instrument from La Silla only when         For the very fundamental questions, likehaul at the NTT, requiring a stop of ob-         and if a corresponding one is commis-         the future of La Silla, an elegant solutionservations (thus of IRSPEC) starting on          sioned on the VLI; etc.. . The idea is now    will be implemented for the first time atJuly 1st, 1996, and the arrival of SOFI la-      accepted that not everything can be do-       the end of this year: a joint meeting withter in 1997: this period corresponds to          ne with the VLT and that a set of teles-      all astronomers from ESO committeesthe expected first results from the IS0          copes with various diameters and in-          (Council, STC, OPC, UC) will discuss thesatellite! ESO is presently looking into al-     struments is necessary to conduct co-         report of the last WG. This replaces aternative ways to give its astronomers           herent scientific programs. How many is       Users' conference (which could be cal-access to IR ground based spectrosco-            another question.. . the times are here       led by the UC, but was difficult to orga-py during this exciting period.                  where some cuts will also be necessary!       nise, especially at short notice), but pro-                                                 This is however an evolving situation,        vides nevertheless a large and represen-The future of La Silla                           with the prospect that new countries joi-     tative sample of opinions. For less fun-                                                 ning ESO will bring new interests and al-     damental questions, one still has to rely    With the VLT approaching, and the            low new developments, so that this type       on the work of UC members and theglobal financial constraints imposed by          of work and analysis will be a conti-         good will of the others. It is a long timeCouncil to ESO, the "streamlining" of La         nuous process over the coming years.          since the first "meeting of users" couldSilla has been a constant preoccupation                                                        be called in the office of the Director Ge-over the last years. The recommendati-           The future role of the UC                     neral (A. Blauuw, ESO's early history,ons were prepared by two successive                                                            p.133) ...Working Groups (both chaired by J. An-               It is therefore obvious from the above        only a few points could be adresseddersen, from Copenhagen) both dealing            that La Silla cannot be discussed in iso-     here, but many more are discussed du-with "Scientific Priorities for La Silla", for   lation anymore. Although we, at the UC,       ring UC meetings!: for instance the see-final approval by STC and Council. The           do not always have the global view, par-      ing and pointing at the 3.60m, the statusUC was associated with this work, with           ticularly on the financial constraints per-   and performances of IR instrumentationone member in the first WG and two in            taining to the mountain, our discussions      at the 2.2m, the need for a direct, CCDthe second one (three in the next one?),         are evolving within a framework which         camera at the 1.54 Danish, the impor-and the draft reports were extensively           resembles more and more the one of the        tance of a new, bright-time instrument atdiscussed during the UC meetings. Re-            STC. This is not surprising, and happen-      the ESO 1.52 m, the usefulness of smallsults from the first WG are now widely           ed naturally during the past years when       telescopes, etc.. . The minutes are cor-known (see J. Andersen, in The Messen-           the workload of the STC (and the main         respondingly more voluminous. But alsoger, 74, December 1993) and are imple-           objectives of ESO) were more focused          they are so because they should give amented. The second WG, dealing more              towards the VLT, The situation is also        detailed account of what is being dis-specifically with the role La Silla should       new with the existence of two sites in-       cussed. Because they are widely distri-have in the VLT era, is still working, but       stead of one as previously, and the need      buted, they form, with all the attachedan interim report is already under dis-          to think about a new structure for La Sil-    documents summarizing the activities ofcussion. The community is widely con-            la. There is however also a more funda-       the various ESO divisions, a uniquesulted, through an initial questionnaire         mental difference between the UC and          channel to circulate information bet-(see The Messenger, 78, December                 the STC: the former reports to the DG,        ween ESO and the astronomers. As1994), and thanks to the work of the UC          while the latter reports to Council. Such     such, they complement very well Themembers which collect the feed-back to           a dichotomy is not usual in other major       Messenger. But the UC can only conti-the interim report. Discussions are lively       observatories. It further raises the que-     nue to play its role, maintain the link andwithin the UC itself, as users would glo-        stion on how the opinions and wishes of       help ESO to stay at the forefront of rese-bally like to keep all the facilities, and, of   the users are channeled to STC and            arch if the community is providing thecourse, add new ones (and obviously              Council, to help them make their decisi-      feedback, with constructive criticismsomebody has to apply the brakes!), but          ons. Because UC members, as part of           and new ideas: in other words, if thereasonable agreement emerges on the              their duty, regularly consult the commu-      users really care about what is hap-main characteristics an ideal observa-           nity of users, they are in an excellent po-   pening in THEIR observatory.tory should have. An account on the fi-          sition to relay their opinion. A step for-nal report will certainly appear in a forth-     ward has been achieved by inviting thecoming issue of The Messenger, but the           chairman the UC participate in STC               The current co,position of the UC is given inmain lines for La Silla are already emer-        meetings, where he can present the            The Messenger, n.79, p.40, March 1995.                                            ANNOUNCEMENTS                         1st ANNOUNCEMENT                                                                                  CNRS - Observatoire de Haute-Provence                           ESO Workshop on                                                                                                  and              "THE EARLY UNIVERSE                                                    European Southern Observatory                 WlTH THE VLT"                                                                               5th ESOIOHP Summer School in                European Southern Observatory,                Garching b. Munchen, Germany                                     Astrophysical Observations                       1-4 April, 1996                                                                                    Observatoire de Haute-Provence, France,     TOPICS       The VLT first generation instrument capabilities as cosmological                                                                                                15-26 July 1996       tools.                                                                                    The ESO/OHP Summer School offers young astronomers the       Galaxy evolution at redshift z<l - redshift surveys, imaging with                                                                               opportunity to gain practical observing experience under realistic       the HST, two-dimension spectroscopy.                                                                               conditions. Participants will work in groups of three and will be gui-       Evolution of large-scale structures - redshift surveys, gravitatio-                                                                               ded by an experienced observer in the use the lnstrumentation of       nal lensing and shear, large-scale structures at high redshift.                                                                               the OHP. Each group will carry out a small observing programme on       Search for high redshift faint galaxies - redshift surveys, identifi-                                                                               the telescopes of 1.2-1.9m aperture (direct imaging and spectros-       cation of quasar absorbers, search for primeval galaxies, simu-                                                                               copy, both of which are equipped with a CCD detector), and redu-       lations of galaxy formation.                                                                               ce the data with a modern image processing system (MIDAS and       Evolution of active objects - high redshift radio and starburst ga-                                                                               IHAP). The results will be related to relevant additional information       laxies, prospects for IS0 deep surveys, search for very high                                                                               from the astronomical literature, and presented in a brief summary       redshift quasars.                                                                               to the other participants at the end of the school.       Which second generation VLT instrumentation?                                                                                    The preparation of the practical work will be supplemented by a         Many of these topics are being covered by invited talks, but a                                                                               series of 90-minute lectures which will be given by invited specia-     limited number of contributed talks will be accepted, as well as                                                                               lists. Foreseen subjects include: (a) Modern Telescope Layout, (b)     poster papers.                                                                               Detectors, (c) Optical instrument design, (d) Principles of Photome-     CONTACT ADDRESS                                                           try, (e) Spectrographs and spectroscopy, (fJOptical lnstrumentation                                                                               Fundamentals and (g) Data reduction techniques. A scientific talk     European Southern Observatory                                                                               on a frontier astronomical subject is also foreseen.     VLT96, attn. Ch. Stoffer                  Tel. (+49 89) 320 060     Karl-Schwarzschild-Str.2                  Fax (+49 89) 320 06 480              The working language at the summer school will be English. Ap-                                                                               plications are invited from graduate students working on a Ph.D.     D-85748 Garching bei Munchen,                                                                               thesis in astronomy at an institute in one of the ESO member coun-     Germany                                   email: VLT96@eso.org                                                                               tries. Application forms are available from the organizers and are to                                                                               be returned by March 31st, 1996. Additionally, a letter of recom-                                                                               mendation by a senior scientist familiar with the applicant's work is                           ESO Workshop on                                     required. Up to eighteen participantswill be selected and will have                                                                               their travel and living expenses fully covered by the school.             SCIENCE WlTH THE VLT               INTERFEROMETER                                                  THE ORGANIZERS:
                Garching bei Munchen, Germany                                  M.P. Veron                        P. Crane
                   June 18 - June 21,1996                                      Observatoirede                                                                               Haute-Provence                    European Southern Observatory        Each session will consist of reviews by invited speakers fol-          F-04870 Saint-Michel-     lowed by contributed talks. Poster contributions are encoura-             I'Observatoire                    Karl-Schwarzschild-Str.2     ged. Technical contributions will be limited to posters.                  France                            D-85748 Garching        There will be tutorials on interferometric techniques during                                             Germany     the meeting.                                                              Internet:                                                                               MIRA@OBSHPA.OBS-HP.FR crane@ESO.ORG     Scientific sessions will include:                                         SPAN:                 0BSHPA::MIRA      Solar system      Extra-solar planets and planet formation    . Low mass stars and Brown Dwarfs      Star formation and early stellar evolution      Binary stars and multiple systems                                                                               Proposed Timetable of Council      Stellar surface structure                                                Sessions and Committee      Circumstellar environments and mass loss      Galactic nuclei and AGN                                                                               Meetings 1996                                                                               (subject to Council approval)1    CONTACT                                                                   February 6                                                                               April 29-30                                                                                                        Finance Committee (extraord.)                                                                                                        Users Committee     F. Paresce (fparesce@eso.org)or                                           May 2-3                  Scientific Technical Committee     0. von der Luhe (ovdluheQeso.org)                                         May 6-7                  Finance Committee                                                                               May 29-31                Observing Programmes Committee     European Southern Observatory                                             June 4-5                 Council     Karl-Schwarzschild-Str. 2                                                 October 30-31            Scientific Technical Committee     D-85748 Garching b. Munchen                                               November 5-6             Finance Committee     Germany                                                                   November 27-29           Observing Programmes Committee     FAX +89 3 20 23 62                                                        December 3-4             Council     Jan Hendrik Bannier 1909-1 995        We received the sad news of the death on 7 September of Dr. Jan Hendrik Bannier.        Dr. Bannier was one of the founding fathers of CERN and of ESO. Through his personality and his influence at an international     level he contributed decisively to the establishment of ESO.        From 1964 to 1968 he served as Chairman of the ESO Finance Committee and from 1969 to 1971 was President of Council.     He contributed to the smooth development in the early phase of the organisation, always taking a deep personal interest in all     scientific, technical and administrative matters.        His name is associated with the "Bannier Procedure", still the basis of the budgetary and financial planning in CERN and ESO.        We will always remember him and his contributions to our organisation.PERSONNEL MOVEMENTSInternational Staff                                                         DEPARTURES                  -(1 October 31 December 1995)                                                  Europe                                                                                  AITKEN, Baxter (GB), Technical EditorARRIVALS                                                                          BUSCHMEIER, Wilhelm (D), Head of Administration  Europe                                                                          FERRAND, Didier (F), Engineer/ Physicist      HUDEPOHL, Gerhard (D), Electronical Engineer                                MORTENSEN, Lars (DK), Mechanical Engineer                                                                                  MINNITI, Dante (RA), Fellow      EISENHUTH, Dorothea (D), Secretary to the DG      WOLTERS, Otto (NL), Accounts Clerk                                          COURBIN, Frederic (F), Student      CUMANI, Claudio (I), Software Engineer                                  Chile        (changed from Paid Associate to Int'l Staff Member)                       CHATZICHRISTOU, Eleni (GR), Student      DE MARCHI, Guido (I), Fellow                                                DE BRUIN, Peter (S), Microwave Engineer (SEST)      COMERON, Fernando (E), Fellow      RANDICH, Sofia (I), Fellow      LE LOUARN, Miska (F), Student                                         Local Staff Chile  Chile      STORM, Jesper (DK), Astronomer                                                                                              -                                                                            (1 October 31 December 1995)        (changed from Paid                                                  DEPARTURES      Associate to Int'l Staff Member)                                            ARCE, Jose (RCH), Electromechanic      DELGADO, Guillermo (RCH), Microwave Engineer                                SANCHEZ, Ariel (RCH), Night Assistant
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